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Abstract
Dunnage bags are an inﬂatable dunnage variant, positioned and inﬂated be-
tween goods in multi-modal containers to restrain and protect the goods while
in transit. This project endeavours to develop a simple method of generating
new numerical prototypes for dunnage bags suitable for simulating operational
loading of the bags. Previous research has produced a model that simulates
the inﬂation of a paper dunnage bag using a simple pressure load.
A dunnage bag reinforced with plain-woven polypropylene was chosen as
the test case. Woven polypropylene is a highly non-linear, non-continuous,
non-homogeneous material that requires specialised material models to simu-
late. A key aspect of this project was to develop a simple method for character-
ising woven-polypropylene and replicating it's response with material models
native to LS-DYNA. The mechanical response of the plain-woven polypropy-
lene was tested using a bi-axial tensile test device. The material response from
physical testing was then mapped to two material models using the numerical
optimiser LS-OPT. The response of the calibrated material models was found
to correlate well with the measured response of the woven material.
Dunnage bags are subjected to cyclic loading in operation. In order to
capture the eﬀects of compressing the contained gas, a gas inﬂation model was
added to the model that calculates the pressure in the bag based on the Ideal
Gas Law. A full bag model making use of the calibrated material models and
the inﬂation model was subjected to a cycled boundary condition simulating
loading and unloading of an inﬂated dunnage bag. The two prototype models
captured the pressure drop in the bag due to material plastic deformation and
the restraining force produced by the bag to within 10 %. The prototype mod-
els were also found suitable for predicting burst pressure in voids of arbitrary
size and shape.
ii
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Opsomming
Stusakke is 'n opblaasbare soort stumateriaal wat tussen goedere in multi-
modale vraghouers geposisioneer en opgeblaas word om sodoende die goedere
vas te druk en te beskerm tydens vervoer. Hierdie projek poog om 'n een-
voudige manier te ontwikkel om nuwe numeriese prototipes vir stusakke, geskik
om operasionele lading van die sakke te simuleer, te ontwikkel. Vorige navors-
ing het 'n model ontwikkel wat die opblaas van 'n papier stusak met eenvoudige
drukkrag simlueer.
'n Hoë-vlak stusak versterk met plein-geweefde polipropileen, is gekies om
getoets te word. Geweefde polipropoleen is 'n hoogs nie-lineêre, onderbroke,
nie-homogene materiaal wat gespesialiseerde materiaalmodelle nodig het vir
simulasie. Een van die fokuspunte van hierdie projek is om 'n eenvoudige
metode te ontwikkel om die karaktereienskappe van polipropoleen te identi-
ﬁseer en die gedrag daarvan na te maak met die materiaalmodelle van LS-
DYNA. Die meganiese reaksie van die plein-geweefde polipropoleen is getoets
met 'n biaksiale/tweeassige trektoets-toestel. Die materiaal se reaksie op die
ﬁsiese toets is ingevoer op 'n numeriese optimiseerder, LS-OPT, om op die
materiaalmodelle te toets. Die reaksie van die gekalibreerde materiaalmodelle
het goed gekorelleer met die gemete reaksie van die geweefde materiaal.
Stusakke word tydens diens onderwerp aan sikliese lading. Om die eﬀek van
die saamgepersde gas vas te stel is 'n gas-opblaasbare model bygevoeg by die
model wat die druk in die sak bereken, soos gebaseer op die Ideale Gas Wet. 'n
Volskaalse sakmodel wat gebruik maak van die gekalibreerde materiaalmodelle
en die opblaas-model is onderwerp aan sikliese grensvoorwaardes wat die lading
en ontlading van 'n opblaasbare stusak simuleer. Die twee prototipe modelle
het die drukverlies in die sak a.g.v. die materiaal-plastiek vervorming en die
bedwingingskrag van die sak beperk tot 10 %. Die protoyipe modelle is ook
geskik bevind om barsdruk in arbitrêre leemtes te voorspel.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Project Outline
In 2008 the Department of Mechanical and Mechatronic Engineering at Stel-
lenbosch University was approached by Stopak Pty to perform a numerical
analysis of their inﬂatable dunnage bag products. The Cape Town based
manufacturer was looking to begin building a knowledge base for their exist-
ing products that would provide an advantage in the development of future
products. Over time they would extend their research from commercial dun-
nage to their other products used to support the transportation industry. As
such a collaborative project involving Stellenbosch University has been under-
taken with research beginning in 2009.
1.1 Dunnage and Dunnage Bags
Dunnage, in its various forms, are products used to protect and secure goods.
Dunnage ﬁlls voids, protects from moisture, separates items and restrains the
movement of goods. Figure 1.1 shows three common types of dunnage. Pro-
cessed wood boards are stacked and separated using timber dunnage, raising
the wood boards oﬀ the ground and increasing airﬂow through the stack, ﬁg-
ure 1.1(a). Steel rollers and large pipes are packaged and shipped using shaped
cradle dunnage, ﬁgure 1.1(b). Goods transported in a multi-modal container
are protected by inﬂatable dunnage bags, ﬁgure 1.1(c). Figure 1.2 shows a
woven polypropylene dunnage bag manufactured by Stopak Pty.
1.1.1 Characteristics of Inﬂatable Dunnage Bags
Dunnage bags are pillow shaped inﬂatable tensile structures that use a con-
tained gas volume to pre-tension the load bearing structure. Inﬂatable dunnage
has several advantages over conventional solid dunnage. These include;
 Lightweight, low volume construction, with a high stowed to deployed
volume ratio.
1
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(a) Timber dunnage (b) Cradle dunnage (c) Inﬂatable dunnage
Figure 1.1: Common dunnage types
Figure 1.2: Inﬂated dunnage bag manufactured by Stopak Pty.
 A wide range of voids can be ﬁlled, including voids with dimensions that
are not known before products are packed.
 Restraining loads are more evenly distributed because the bag moulds
to the shape of the void it ﬁlls.
 Additional attachment points are not required, reducing the labour re-
quired to deploy the bags.
 Inexpensive commodity grade, recyclable materials can be used to man-
ufacture the bags.
 Materials used to manufacture dunnage bags are not subject to the same
customs restrictions as organic dunnage, such as wood and paper.
Dunnage bags are cheaper to manufacture and transport. They are eas-
ier, cheaper and faster to deploy, while still providing better protection than
conventional solid dunnage.
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1.1.2 Dunnage Bag Deployment and Operation
When multi-modal containers are loaded there are often voids left between
the container and the goods or boxes. If these voids are allowed to remain
the goods will have space to move relative to each other. Hard braking or
turning could throw products against each other damaging their packaging or
the products themselves.
Once goods have been packed into a container dunnage bags are positioned
in the voids between the goods and deployed. The bags are inﬂated to a desired
working pressure and sealed with a ﬁxed mass of air contained within the bag.
As the bag is ﬁlled it presses against the bounds of the void producing a
restraining force proportional to the relative pressure inside the bag. The
compressed gas is used as a preloaded spring capable of forcibly returning
goods to their original position after an impact has dislodged them.
The bag is physically soft allowing a degree of ﬂexibility to conform to the
shape of the void into which it is inﬂated. This means that the shape and size
of the void does not need to be accounted for beforehand to ensure suﬃcient
contact area between the restraining dunnage bag and goods. Dunnage bags
are typically used in parallel voids. Figure 1.3 shows positioning and use of
several bags in a single container.
Figure 1.3: Multiple dunnage bags used to restrain boxes in a multi-modal con-
tainer
The operating envelope for most dunnage bags is to ﬁll voids with a maxi-
mum contact area of 3 m by 2 m and a maximum prescribed void of 300 mm.
Working pressures are typically lower than 100 kPa when inﬂated. The re-
straining force can exceed 300 kN, depending on the contact area between the
bag and the goods it is restraining.
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1.1.3 Dunnage Bag Construction
Dunnage bags have a layered construction and are assembled with three major
components shown in ﬁgure 1.4: A compliant airtight bladder, a non-return
valve and a reinforcing cover with a punched hole for the valve. Dunnage bag
covers are manufactured from either kraft paper or plain woven polypropylene.
Both the kraft paper and woven polypropylene covers are formed as a tube.
The polypropylene cover is woven as a continuous tube while the paper covers
are folded into a tube and glued, producing a longitudinal seam. Both cover
types are folded ﬂat and either glued or sewn along the remaining open ends
of the tube.
Figure 1.4: Layered construction of an inﬂatable dunnage bag, bladder, non-return
valve and woven polypropylene cover
1.2 Summary of Previous Research
Initial research was centred around analysing the operational stress and strain
pattern of a pillow type paper dunnage bag, Venter (2011). The numerical
model produced was validated against the results of physical testing. On
completion of the ﬁrst phase of the project in early 2011, a suitable model had
been developed. The numerical model was developed for LS-DYNA (Hallquist
(2006)) and took into consideration the average geometry of the paper bag,
various bag dimensions, material thickness, internal pressure loading, contact
with a restraining void, various void sizes, glued seam lines and the rigid valve.
The model was then used to investigate the inﬂated shape of a paper bag as
well as regions of failure including high stress areas around the valve.
The research focused on the creation of a stable numerical simulation of
an inﬂated dunnage bag. Several problems were uncovered in this process.
Problems associated with the simulation of a dunnage bag were found to be
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the large changes in geometry associated with the unknown ultimate shape of
the inﬂated bag, changes in contact conditions and the non-linear nature of
the reinforcing materials properties. Model stability, sensitivity to Poisson's
ratio and the eﬀect of mass scaling were addressed in the model development.
A series of physical tests was performed with two material thickness values
(1 ply and 2 ply paper), four bag sizes (2.2 × 0.9 m, 2.2 × 1.2 m, 1.2 × 1.2 m
and 0.9 × 0.9 m) and inﬂated at three void sizes (unconstrained, 300 mm and
150 mm). Each of these physical tests were matched by a numerical model
using an isotropic elastic-plastic material model with kinematic hardening.
The results show a strong correlation between the measured and simulated
restraining force, and the stress pattern observed in the numerical simulation
was similar to those in literature on plate deformation. No empirical stress or
strain results were available for comparison due to the nature of the thin ﬂexible
material. Research by this group and others show that the outer reinforcement
layer of a dunnage bag is predominantly in tension and should be considered
a tensile structure. Figure 1.5 shows a comparison of a simulated and tested
paper dunnage bag. The earlier project resulted in a thesis, Venter (2011),
and a journal publication, Venter and Venter (2012).
(a) Paper bag simulation (b) Paper bag test
Figure 1.5: Simulated and test paper bags from previous research
1.3 Overview of Presented Research
This project focused on the development of a methodology that can produce
a numerical prototype of a dunnage bag that can simulate a real-world load
application, suitable for full scale design and testing of new dunnage bag prod-
ucts.
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1.3.1 Project Scope
This project straddles several engineering ﬁelds. This project endeavours to
simulate cyclic testing of the woven polypropylene reinforcing cover of an in-
ﬂated dunnage bag. The following features are required to realise such a model:
 The numerical model will include the reinforcing cover of woven polypropy-
lene dunnage bags, but not the internal bladder or inﬂation valve.
 The plain woven polypropylene material will be parametrised in terms
of simple engineering properties.
 The compressible nature of the inﬂation gas will be accounted for, but
not the gas dynamics and ﬂow during inﬂation.
 The void into which the bag is inﬂated will have variable sizes and proﬁles
that can be dynamically controlled.
 Material changes can include: elongation, thickness and stiﬀness.
 Bag shapes may be varied in their un-inﬂated state corresponding to
manufacturing tolerance variations and desired design changes.
 Temperature and strain-rate eﬀects are not considered in the material
properties.
 Failure and post failure behaviour are beyond the scope of the project.
All testing should be simple and inexpensive and the simulations should
make use of commercially available software.
1.3.2 Project Objectives
The objectives for this project can be stated as follows:
1. Develop a test method for characterising plain woven polypropylene.
2. Parametrise woven polypropylene in terms of engineering parameters and
select an appropriate material model.
3. Find a method accounting for the work done by the inﬂation gas under
loading.
4. Build a numerical model of an inﬂatable dunnage bag under cyclic load-
ing.
5. Simulate a certiﬁcation test for dunnage bags and validate the results
with physical testing.
6. Capture the pressure and load drop observed as a result of cyclic over-
loading of the dunnage bag.
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1.3.3 Outline of Research Presented
Following the recommendation of our industry partner the standard test bag
chosen for this research is a 48 x 102 inch (1.219 x 2.59 mm) Level 3/4 bag sub-
ject to regulation by the Association of American Railroads (AAR). Dunnage
bags are classiﬁed into ﬁve regulated categories, a level 3/4 bag has passed
both level 3 and 4 classiﬁcation. The research conducted for this project is
presented as follows:
Chapter 2 gives a short overview of where dunnage bags ﬁt into the var-
ious engineering ﬁelds borrowed from in this thesis. Chapter 3 gives a short
overview of polypropylene and woven textiles, covers the various tests suitable
for swatch testing of these materials, discusses a few material homogenisation
techniques and available material models. Chapter 4 covers the mechanical
testing of woven polypropylene swatches with descriptions of the data process-
ing and interpretation, while chapter 5 describes the parametrization of the
material models to match the tested data.
Chapter 6 summarises the available inﬂation methods and describes the
model selected for this research. Chapter 7 covers in detail the full bag model
and the test case described by the AAR. Results of physical cyclic bag tests
are compared with those produced by the numerical models and the ability of
the model to match the results for a representative loading is evaluated. The
model's ability to predict failure is discussed in chapter 8.
The research is concluded in chapter 9 with recommendations for future
work discussed in chapter 10.
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Chapter 2
Dunnage Bags in Context
Although dunnage bags are the focus of this research, there is little literature
currently available that directly addresses the simulation or design of inﬂatable
dunnage bags. The literature search was thus extended to include a general
study of adjacent research ﬁelds. Tensile structures and their related technolo-
gies were found to be suitably similar to be used as a starting point for the
research conducted here. This chapter provides a brief introduction to tensile
structures with an emphasis on inﬂatable and pressure rigidized structures,
air-beams and Tensairity as the most relevant literature surveyed. Literature
pertaining to polypropylene, woven textile fabric, homogenisation techniques,
photogrammetry and inﬂation models are covered in detail in later chapters.
2.1 Tensile Structures
Structures where the pre-tensioning of materials is the primary mechanism
through which stability and stiﬀness are attained are known as tensile struc-
tures. Tensile components are a construction medium with increasing pop-
ularity in areas of design where low manufacturing cost, low weight and a
limited life-span are a concern, Luchsinger et al. (2004a). Tensile structures
have grown in popularity in ﬁelds ranging from civil engineering and archi-
tecture to aerospace engineering. Following this growth in popularity more
research is being done on the design, analysis, construction and maintenance
of tensile structures. Examples of tensile structures include roofs, coverings,
sails, inﬂated buildings, airships, furniture and air-foils.
The tensile structures of interest here are commonly constructed of thin
woven textile composite membranes, where the structural integrity is derived
from the continuous state of tension in the structure. On the scale evaluated
here most construction materials used will have a low bending stiﬀness relative
to the in-plane strength and are considered to be membranes, not supporting
out of plane loading. The disadvantage of using membranes is that they cannot
maintain any compressive loads. To generate a state of tension in a structure
8
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using either the membranes or cables there must be a compression element to
balance the load. Compression elements are typically rigid struts or mounting
points. Inﬂation can also be used to tension structures that have an internal
cavity where the compression element replaced by compressed air in the cavity.
Whether compressed gas, rigid struts or ﬁxed mounting points are used the
structure can be strengthened by the constructive separation of tension and
compression as discussed by Fuller (1975).
Maurin and Motro (2005) state that ideally, a tensile structure should be
designed to have no areas that undergo compression. In thin ﬂexible mem-
branes these regions of compression manifest as wrinkles, indicating that the
material is no longer being optimally used. In some cases these regions can
cause the entire structure to lose stability and fail. From Bletzinger et al.
(2007), Cerda and Mahadevan (2003) and Stein and Hedgpeth (1961) it can
be seen that either a large bi-axial tension ratio or high degree of shear loading
can be a root cause of wrinkling in a tensile structure. Blandino et al. (2002)
and Wong and Pellegrino (2005) show an example of the wrinkling caused by
symmetric in-plane loading of a square membrane. Wong and Pellegrino (2006)
and Wang et al. (2007) show methods of simulating wrinkling numerically and
using numerical simulation to predict wrinkling. Each of these papers note the
negative eﬀects of wrinkling on the eﬀectiveness of material usage and struc-
tural stability, highlighting the need to ensure that the material is optimally
loaded.
According to Wagner (2008), in nature there are two means of opposing
load. A structure can have a high stiﬀness and a low deﬂection or a low stiﬀness
and a high deﬂection. In the case of large deﬂection, the stress in the structure
is reduced and the material is used more eﬃciently, leading to a lighter struc-
ture. Luchsinger et al. (2004a) restates that pure tension is the most eﬃcient
use of material to bear load. Under pure tension, the maximum load is only
dependent on component failure stress and cross sectional area. Compressive
components, however, are often subject to failure due to geometric rather than
material considerations.
The design procedure for tensile structures is of interest in this project as
the ultimate use of the models developed here will be to prototype and design
new bags. In this regard Wagner (2005) and Moncrieﬀ (2005) reduce the design
of tensile structures to ﬁve elements. Wagner (2005) describes a design process
while Moncrieﬀ (2005) describes a set of deliverables, Table 2.1.
The two processes described are similar and diﬀer only in the order in
which the design is approached. The deliverables deﬁned by Moncrieﬀ (2005),
unlike Wagner (2005), shows the calculation of the reaction forces based on
the ideal tensioned geometry. The method proposed by Wagner (2005) is of
more practical use in cases where the design is subject to practical limitations,
because the analysis will provide information on the actual design over the ideal
design. Dunnage bags are subject to limitations in their shape determined by
the tubular woven material they are constructed from. Both papers state
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Table 2.1: Design methods for tensile structures
Wagner (2005) Moncrieﬀ (2005)
Shape deﬁnition Surface geometry
Development of a cutting pattern Reaction, support and cable forces
Reassembly of pre-tensioned structure Textile shear and axial stress
Analysis of structural behaviour Cutting pattern
Evaluation of the structure Support structure
that the material properties and seam locations have a signiﬁcant eﬀect on
the stress state of the tensile structure, noting again the detrimental eﬀects
of shear in the structure, especially in the vicinity of the seams. With this in
mind, the procedure proposed by Wagner (2005) will provide a more accurate
analysis phase as it is conducted on a model that takes into account the eﬀect
of material orientation and seams.
Wagner (2005) also proposes that the load bearing characteristics of a ten-
sile structure be considered in terms of the desired ﬂexibility of the structure,
magnitude of the pretension relative to external loads, orientation of cables
and yarns, degree of surface curvature and material stress-strain behaviour.
Each of these parameters must be investigated to fully develop a new tensile
structure. Following this recommendation woven propylene dunnage bags are
highly ﬂexible, high tension structures with yarns in a ﬁxed orientation deﬁned
by the material manufacturing restrictions and a degree of curvature deﬁned
by the diameter of the bag or the void into which it is inﬂated. The material
is often loaded near its failure limit requiring an investigation into the full
non-linear material response.
Linhard et al. (2008) discusses the need for a better method of accounting
for the inherent non-develop-ability of doubly-curved tensile structures from
ﬂat sheet material. The design of double curvature tensile structures require
accurate simulation of the material strain in order to determine the best po-
sitions for seams, but the diﬀerence in the positions of the seams in the ideal
structure and a structure manufactured from ﬂat cut components can lead to
a miss-match in the two models. This paper presents a method of coupling
the shape generation and cutting pattern selection to the FEA to improve
the stress prediction of the numerical models. This method uses the cutting
pattern to generate the form of the structure as opposed to using the ideal
structure to deﬁne the cutting pattern. This clearly shows the contrast be-
tween the design methods proposed by Wagner (2005) and Moncrieﬀ (2005).
A useful observation from this paper is that anticlastic (Chinese hat shaped)
structures manufactured from ﬂat sheets have stress peaks along their seams
while synclastic (dome shaped) structures have stress peaks in the middle of
the material strip, ﬁgure 2.1.
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(a) Synclastic curvature (b) Anticlastic curvature
Figure 2.1: Classiﬁcation of curvature types. Red lines are used to highlight or-
thogonal lines of curvature for each shape.
2.2 Pressure Rigidized and Inﬂatable
Structures
Kröplin (2005) classiﬁes inﬂatable tensile structures into four categories. Type
one, permanent membrane structures with external pretension, are erected by
cables, struts and bearings, ﬁgure 2.2(a). Type two, permanent and tempo-
rary membrane structures with inﬂated walls use a pressure ridgidized wall
for structural stability; that is, the main volume is not under pressure, ﬁg-
ure 2.2(b). Type three, membrane structures with full gas volumes, the main
volume is pressurized to give the structure stability, ﬁgure 2.2(c). Type four,
buoyancy structures use a density diﬀerence between the internal and external
ﬂuid as the means of structural support, ﬁgure 2.2(d). Using these classiﬁca-
tions, an inﬂatable dunnage bag is considered a type three inﬂatable tensile
structure. Other type three tensile structures include air-bags, air-beams and
Tensairity structures.
Cavallaro (2006) describes the advantages of structures that are supported
or tensioned by an internal ﬂuid or gas volume as light weight, rapidly self erect-
ing, highly mobile, large stowed to deployed volume ratio and no catastrophic
failure. Dunnage bags, however, have been shown to fail catastrophically on
many occasions.
Luchsinger et al. (2004b) describes developments in pressure rigidized struc-
tures and notes that in order to maintain the shape of a smaller structure a
higher pressure is required. Luchsinger et al. (2004b) agrees with the ad-
vantages described by Cavallaro (2006), and notes that typical disadvantages
include form restrictions and load limitations, including those described by
Linhard et al. (2008). The form restrictions of inﬂated structures can be ad-
dressed by the addition of external cables and internal webs, which can be
used to create air-chambers and hold shape in critical areas.
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(a) Permanent membrane struc-
tures with external pretension
(b) Permanent and temporary
membrane structures with inﬂated
walls
(c) Membrane structures with
full gas volumes
(d) Buoyancy structures
Figure 2.2: Classiﬁcations for inﬂatable structure
Tarczewski (2005) states that structural concepts of pre-tensioning, modu-
lar construction and post tensioning can be applied to inﬂatable tensile struc-
tures. Pronk and Houtman (2005) state that the inﬂated, or pre-tensioned
shape of an inﬂatable structure can be manipulated in three ways, namely by
changing the un-inﬂated shape, adding tension cables and internal compart-
ments. In the construction of dunnage bags there is limited scope to change
the un-inﬂated structure and it is not feasible to add internal compartments
due to the additional manufacturing costs. The addition of tensioned cables
is as yet unexplored.
Stimpﬂe (2008) covers the nature of air supported structures. If a mem-
brane is assumed to be a 2D structure in 3D space, the state of stress in a sec-
tion can be described by two planar axes, x and y. The relationship between
the internal pressure, p, the material stress, σ, and the radius of curvature, r,
is described as:
p ∝ σx
rx
+
σy
ry
(2.2.1)
This relationship shows that for a given design stress, as the radius of
curvature increases, the curvature of the structure decreases and the maximum
pressure that can be contained decreases. This is a similar relationship to
that which describes the state of stress in a thin walled pressure vessel. It
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then follows that an increase in the curvature of a bag will increase the burst
pressure.
Figure 2.3 shows the planar axis on a membrane subjected to a pressure
load with boundary conditions representative of those applied to a swatch at
the mid-span of an inﬂated bag. Considering the stress relationship presented
by Stimpﬂe (2008) and ﬁgure 2.4 the following two assertions are made: T ∝ p
and T ∝ r. Where T is material tension, p is pressure and r is radius of
curvature. In the context of a dunnage bag the material load due to tension
can be reduced if either the internal pressure or the radius of curvature is
reduced. The pressure is required to maintain the restraining force leaving
only the radius of curvature of the inﬂated bag to be modiﬁed when designing
new bags. An example of this phenomenon is that experimental data shows
bags inﬂated into smaller voids burst at a higher pressure as a result of the
reduced radius of curvature in the unsupported regions of the bag, Venter
(2011).
Figure 2.3: A membrane subjected to a pressure load with simple boundary con-
ditions representative of a swatch at the mid-span of an inﬂated bag
(a) 2D load case for pres-
sure loading of a membrane
(b) Pressure load on a 2D
membrane
(c) Pressure load on a 2D
membrane where the radius
of curvature is halved
Figure 2.4: Relationship between internal pressure, curvature and material tension
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Maurin and Motro (2005) also note that in the case of normal pressure
the directions of maximum stress correspond with the directions of maximum
curvature radius in the membrane.
A critical component in the design of tensile structures is the numerical
analysis of the structure. Pedretti (2004) states that although analytical so-
lutions for inﬂated structures are useful for understanding their mechanics, in
general ﬁnite element analysis is required to investigate these structures. This
is conﬁrmed by Pauletti (2008) who states that the geometric non-linearities
presented by taut structures usually overrules the use of analytical solutions.
A description of the simulation of a ﬂuid-supported membrane using ﬁnite
element methods is given by Rumpel et al. (2005). The authors note that
the inﬂation and support of a membrane can be eﬀectively modelled using
a pressure load on the inner surface of the structure. For many types of
simulations this model is suﬃcient, but it cannot take into account the change
in volume experienced by the structure under loading, as noted by Haßler and
Schweirzerhof (2008). The eﬀect of this volume can be achieved by deﬁning a
control volume bounded by the inner surface of the structure and supplying an
equation of state (EOS) to describe the load applied by that volume onto the
surface. The addition of a gas ﬁll described by an EOS increases the model
stability even though the gas is not discretized.
The simulation of a slowly inﬂated membrane is described by Jetteur and
Bruyneel (2008). For extremely thin shells, as is the case for the simulation
of dunnage bags, the stiﬀness of nodes in translation is orders of magnitude
greater than that of rotation, which leads to a type of numerical instability.
This can be overcome by the use of shell elements with no rotational degrees of
freedom or membrane elements. These become equivalent when the elements
become thin.
A further insight provided by Jetteur and Bruyneel (2008) is that simu-
lating slow inﬂation using the Newton-Raphson method for integration can
result in the development of a large non-physical oscillation leading to a lack
of convergence. To prevent this problem an explicit integration method could
be used with global damping turned on. However, this method can also lead
to unwanted dynamic eﬀects if it is not well managed. A simple method to
improve the simulation time, if wrinkle patterns are not crucial, is to use a
shell element with a greatly reduced, though non-zero, compressive strength,
or a membrane.
2.3 Air-beams
Inﬂatable beams are being investigated as an alternative to conventional rigid
structural elements. The advantage of inﬂatable beams is their weight and
large stowed to deployed ratio. These beams are usually inﬂated with a gas
which puts the outer cover of the beam into tension making the inﬂation gas
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the compressive component. Without the contained gas to rigidize the thin
walled structure air-beams are prone to localized buckling or wrinkling which
dramatically reduce the eﬀective strength. The higher the inﬂation pressure
the higher the stiﬀness of the beam, limited by the tensile strength of the
material used.
In addition to their low weight and small stowed size inﬂatable structures
may require few, if any, fasteners or connections. This makes them ideal for
rapidly deployed structures. Examples currently in use include emergency re-
lief shelters and light aircraft hangers, which can not only be easily transported
and deployed but have additional advantages such as being naturally insulated.
Cavallaro (2006) gives an overview of the areas being investigated as po-
tential applications and the basic parameters that are important to designing
with inﬂatable technologies. Inﬂatable technologies are being investigated in
many diﬀerent ﬁelds, for example aircraft wings and space station solar ar-
rays. Two general types of textile fabric are used for inﬂatable structures,
plain woven and braided fabrics. The choice of ﬁbre direction is dependent on
the application. Plain woven fabrics allow the best transfer of strength in two
primary directions while some knitted fabrics have a higher through-thickness
strength.
Inﬂated structures can also be used to provide axial, bending, shear and
torsional stiﬀness. In the design of an air-beam, the strength comes from the
woven textile cover while the bladder is designed to be compliant and conform
to the shape of the cover material. Stiﬀness is a function of the internal
pressure. When the beam is loaded the contained mass of air is subjected to a
change in pressure and volume. This change requires work to be done on the
gas, known as PV-work, in accordance with the ideal gas law. The work done
to deform the structure is balanced not only by an increase in internal energy
for the structure, but also by the PV-work of the compressed air.
Air-beam research does not usually focus on beam deployment, but rather
on the modelling of the inﬂated beams. Air-beams are modelled as fully in-
ﬂated or in their ﬁnal geometry. Simulation of the inﬂated beam does not
require large deformation, as with air-bag inﬂation. All the deformation is in
the form of material strain, avoiding many of the complexities associated with
rigid element rotation.
The problem of modelling air-beams has been approached in several ways.
Fichter (1966) derived a series of non-linear equilibrium equations, while Davids
and Zhang (2008) developed a Timoshenko style beam element that considers
cross-section changes and pressure. The most common method of modelling
air-beams is to create a 3D shell model of the structure and enforce a pretension
in the material.
Apedo et al. (2010) discusses the FE analysis of a load bearing inﬂatable
beam made of a textile fabric using two analysis methods. A 3D shell model of
the beam using equivalent properties of the pressurized, pre-tensioned material
was ﬁrst used. This method is simple to run and can be used on larger, more
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complex structures in much the same way as a conventional truss analysis.
Generating material properties for this type of model requires that both the
pressure and shear condition of the material be considered when producing
elastic properties, because the material stiﬀness is dependent on both the shear
strain and applied pressure in that area.
The second method used was to run a 3D non-linear model of the beam
including the pressurization of the material. The challenge here is that a
more general material model is needed as the models are used to ﬁnd stress
conditions at diﬀerent states. This model also runs signiﬁcantly longer than the
analysis of the pre-inﬂated models. However, the non-linear inﬂation model
captures eﬀects that are not possible in a linear code, most notably local
buckling. The strength of a beam is greatly reduced as a result of local buckling
or wrinkling.
Cavallaro et al. (2003) explored the mechanics of plain woven fabrics to
be used for inﬂatable beams with a focus on the characterization of material
properties. The FE model used is continually compared to the results gener-
ated from physical testing. A simple 4-point bending test is chosen and the
mid-span deﬂection of the beam is compared to the numerical analysis. The
4-point bending test is used because the mid-span only sees pure bending and
there is no contact in that area, which could skew the results.
Cavallaro and Quigley (2007) investigated the relationship between the
material strain energy of an inﬂated beam and the work done by changing
the volume and pressure of the contained gas. It was found that the energy
dissipated in changing the volume and pressure of the contained gas is much
higher than the strain energy induced in the woven fabric of the beam. The
higher the pressure, the greater this eﬀect. Dunnage bags have a much larger
volume than the inﬂatable beams investigated but the change in volume is far
more signiﬁcant and produces much the same eﬀect.
While most research done on air-beams is based on pre-inﬂated beams,
some deployment research has been done. In these cases a speciﬁc deployed
shape is prescribed and the focus is on how best to stow the structure so that
it inﬂates to the desired geometry without becoming tangled. In these cases
stress data is of less importance.
Lampani and Gaudenzi (2010) simulated the behaviour of inﬂatable struc-
tures in space. Holland et al. (2002) looked into the use of scale models for
similar applications, but objectives of simulating an inﬂatable structure are
often twofold. Analysts are often interested in both the simulation of the de-
ployment of the structure as well as accurate simulation of the material state
with energy balance on the inﬂated part. Using scale models it is more dif-
ﬁcult to extrapolate the energy balance for the larger structures and exclude
the eﬀects of atmospheric loading.
Typically, explicit codes are used to simulate deployment, but due to the
large and often rigid deﬂections of the elements, and the tendency of the ele-
ment velocities to slow down towards the end of the simulation, the accuracy
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of the stress data for the fully inﬂated part is not as accurate as the over-
all deformation of the part. For accurate part stress and strain data implicit
methods are typically used, but this type of code becomes unstable and does
not converge with the large rigid deformations that characterize deployment
analysis. With this in mind, a dual explicit/implicit analysis may be the so-
lution. In this case the initial inﬂation is simulated explicitly, then, as the
simulation slows the solver switches to an implicit simulation.
Wang and Johnson (2003) describe the deployment simulation of inﬂatable
structures to be used in space, using control volumes to inﬂate and deploy
parts. Here the inner surface of the model is used to deﬁne a control volume
that can then be ascribed pressure and volume characteristics. In some cases
multiple interconnected control volumes are used, where the relationships be-
tween control volumes are described by the numerical solver.
Dunnage bags have a large overlap with inﬂatable beams, with the most
notable diﬀerences being that dunnage bags have a much lower aspect ratio
than inﬂatable beams and that the deployment of a dunnage bag is a key aspect
of the simulation. This research into inﬂatable beams shows the importance
of a realistic material model and the inclusion of the compressible nature of
the inﬂation media to the simulation of a dunnage bag.
2.4 Tensairity
The conventional method for increasing a beam's critical buckling load is to
increase the beam section and, in so doing, the mass of the section is increased.
For pressure rididized structures the inﬂation pressure can be increased with
similar eﬀects. The increase in pressure though improving the overall load
response of the structure does push the material closer to it's failure limit.
Luchsinger et al. (2004a) state that a good lightweight design should include
a constructive separation of tension and compression, such as that described
by Fuller (1975).
Tensairty is a method whereby a low pressure inﬂatable component is added
to a structure to constructively separate tension and compression in a load
bearing structure. The method is proposed by Luchsinger et al. (2004a) to
increase the strength of an air-beam and results in a hybrid of conventional
air-beams and strut/cable systems called tensegrity structures. The theory
stems from the fact that a cable under tension is the most eﬀective structural
use of material. In this case the strength of the cable is not dependent on
its length or shape, only area and material properties. Figure 2.5(a) shows
the concept of tensairty where the compression and tension components are
separated by an inﬂated bladder. Figures 2.5(b) and 2.5(c) show two examples
of recent tensairty structures.
A Tensairity beam has three major components: a compression element,
a cylindrical air-beam, and at least two cables connected to the compression
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(a) Tensairity concept,
Luchsinger et al. (2004a)
(b) Tensairity beam holds
up a car
(c) Tensairity kite, Breuer
and Luchsinger (2010)
Figure 2.5: Tensairity concept and examples
element. The air-beam is used to stabilize the compression element by in-
creasing its critical buckling load and to pre-tension the cable elements. The
load applied is carried by the compression member and the beam can be made
such that the maximum compressive load is only dependent on its material
properties. Luchsinger et al. (2004a) show that with the correct application
of Tensairity principles, the pressure required in the air-beam to produce a
desired load per meter is independent of the length of the beam. The buckling
load can be increased beyond the yield load of the material.
The theory developed in Luchsinger et al. (2004a) is based on very simple
geometry and for practical purposes Tensairity structures must be analysed
using numerical tools as described in Pedretti (2004). Pedretti (2004) covers
several complications in the simulation of Tensairity structures that are ap-
plicable to dunnage bag simulation. These complications include the need for
an accurate material model, numerical instability resulting from large rigid
displacement and the necessity of including the eﬀect of the air volume under
loading. The analysis is separated into an inﬂation phase and a loading phase
for ease of simulation. Cao et al. (2011) provide a comparison of numerical
and experimental data for a sample Tensairity beam under distributed and
point loading, showing fairly good consistency.
Luchsinger et al. (2011) provides an overview of the developments made
with the simulation of Tensairity structures. In the original Tensairity paper,
Luchsinger et al. (2004a), a cylindrical air-beam was used. Through the infor-
mation gathered in numerical experiments it was found that a more eﬃcient
conﬁguration is to use a cigar or spindle shaped air-beam. It was also found
that the positions in the structure are critical with small changes in position
having a large eﬀect on the load response of the structure as a whole. In a
physical model the cables roll and reorient themselves along geodesic lines on
the bag surface, which is not captured in numerical models.
Luchsinger (2006) describes how adaptable structures can be built using
Tensairity principles. The paper notes that the stiﬀness of this type of struc-
ture is dependent on the pressure in the air-beam. With this in mind, the
stiﬀness of the structure can be controlled by controlling the air pressure. This
type of design will allow the structure to resist loads as they are applied in a
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more organic fashion. This adaptivity is shown in an example of an inﬂatable
cantilever lifting device.
The adaptation of the Tensairity principals for beams under bending loads,
to columns under compression was approached by Plagianakos et al. (2009) and
Wever et al. (2010).
2.5 Summary of Dunnage Bag Context
Dunnage bags are a type of tension structure with a full gas volume inﬂation,
where the compression component is air and the tension component is the
woven polypropylene cover of the bag. Since the compression component is
inﬂated gas this structure is not susceptible to geometric failure such as buck-
ling. Ideally this type of structure should be in pure tension to ensure that
the material strength is optimally used.
This class of structure is evaluated in terms of: the relationship between
pretension and external load, ﬁber orientation, degree of curvature and mate-
rial stress-strain relationship. Dunnage bags are highly pretensioned structures
with ﬁxed ﬁber orientations, a medium degree of curvature and a highly non-
linear material stress-strain relationship that must be accounted for. New
structures should be analyzed based on their actual rather than ideal geome-
tries making deployment simulations critical to the evaluation of the structure
as a whole.
With the inclusion of an inﬂation medium that uses an equation of state
to update the pressure in the bag the simulations can be expanded to account
for dynamic loading of the inﬂated bag. Deployment simulations of this kind
become unstable when run using software that uses implicit integration. Thus
an explicit solver is recommended.
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Plain Woven Polypropylene
The dunnage bag reinforcing cover that is the focus of this research is man-
ufactured from a plain woven polypropylene. Woven textiles and fabrics are
non-continuous materials with anisotropic mechanical properties, though sim-
ple plain woven materials are commonly considered to be orthotropic with
a decoupled shear response for practical purposes. The material response of
the woven textiles is only partly based on the material properties of the base
material. In addition to the material properties of the constituent ﬁbres the
material response of a textile is dependent on the mechanics and geometry of
the weave architecture. This requires that the textile be considered as a whole
when evaluating its mechanical properties. Due to the variation in manu-
facturing conditions, both in terms of the polypropylene feed stock and the
weaving process there is a lot of uncertainty in the response of the material.
The generation of more accurate engineering material properties for dunnage
bag cover materials will greatly reduce simulation uncertainty. Literature was
reviewed to determine the existing methods used to model woven textiles to
account for various material characteristics.
3.1 Polypropylene
Polypropylene is a long chain macromolecule containing between 10 000 and
20 000 methyl monomer units attached to every second carbon in a hydrocar-
bon chain. Figure 3.1 shows the chemical chain for isotactic polypropylene: a
polypropylene chain where the methyl groups are attached to the same side of
the hydrocarbon chain. Two other polypropylene forms can be made, syndio-
tactic and atactic polypropylene which either have every second methyl group
on the alternate side of the hydrocarbon chain or no pattern to the position of
the methyl group along the chain. Only isotactic polypropylene has mechanical
properties suitable for use as an engineering material.
Polypropylene is an inexpensive, recyclable, commodity grade, polymer
that can be manufactured in large volumes. Advantages of polypropylene
20
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Figure 3.1: Isotactic polypropylene polymer chain, methyl monomers (CH3) linked
to CH-CH2 chain
over comparable commodity plastics include: lower density, more resistant to
heat distortion, excellent fatigue strength, improved environmental stress crack
resistance, resistant to degradation caused by most organic and mineral acids
and their salts, as well as strong and weak alkalies. Polypropylene also has
good machine-ability and can be used for injection moulding and extrusion.
Polypropylene does however have a poor resistance to UV degradation and
oxidation, higher mould shrinkage, higher thermal expansion and lower impact
resistance. Disadvantages include signiﬁcant creep, resistant to bonding with
adhesives and a low resistance to wear.
These properties can be varied somewhat with the inclusion of chemical
additives and ﬁlling agents or variation of processing methods. Some general
mechanical properties of polypropylene are extracted from Tripathi (2002),
and are shown in table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Mechanical properties of polypropylene
Property Range
Density 0.90 - 0.91 g
cm3
Tensile Modulus 1.14 - 1.55 GPa
Yield Strength 31.0 - 37.2 MPa
Elongation to break >50 %
Glass Transition -18 ◦C
Melting Point 163 ◦C
The polypropylene tows used in the dunnage bag covers are pre-stretched
to increase their stiﬀness and reduce their elongation to break. This operation
makes each tow highly orthotropic. The properties of the warp and weft tows
in the weave also diﬀer both in their feedstock and the amount with which
they are pre-stretched giving them material properties that are not necessarily
related. Further stretching also takes place during the weaving operation.
After manufacturing, the bags are seen to shrink as material creep alleviates
some of the pretension applied during weaving.
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Polypropylene itself has a complex and an uncommon load-unload relation-
ship, further complicated when the material is subjected to multi-cycle loading
as shown by Drozdov and Dusunceli (2013). Figure 3.2 shows a stress-strain
plot from a uni-axial load-unload-reload test. Drozdov and Dusunceli (2013)
notes that the load response for polypropylene changes with each load applica-
tion and proposes a new model that captures the load-reload characteristic for
uni-axial tensile tests of polypropylene. The varying cyclic-response and com-
plex load unload curves for polypropylene will permeate into the properties of
the woven polypropylene textile fabric.
Figure 3.2: Mechanical response of polypropylene to cyclic loading, Drozdov and
Dusunceli (2013)
3.2 Woven Textile Fabric
There are six methods of manufacturing fabric: felting, braiding, netting, lac-
ing, knitting and weaving. The material used to construct polypropylene rein-
forced dunnage bags is of the woven construction. A series of tows are arranged
so that they feed in the axial direction of a circular loom. Fibres of this orienta-
tion, known as warp ﬁbres, are aligned along the machine direction. Additional
tows are interlaced between the warp tows in an over-under alternating pattern
to form a spiral around the circular loom as the material is fabricated. Fibres
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oriented perpendicular to the warp tows, in the cross direction of the loom, are
known as weft tows. Figure 3.3 shows a small plain woven section with four
warp and weft tows, representative of the woven polypropylene fabric used to
manufacture dunnage bags.
Figure 3.3: Weave architecture for plain woven fabric showing orthogonal warp
(MD) and weft (CD) directions
It can be noted that the warp and weft tows can be manufactured from
diﬀerent materials of diﬀerent sizes and shapes, with unrelated properties. This
aﬀords more freedom to develop a material for a speciﬁc load orientation and
response. However, literature notes that woven materials can have signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent properties from those of their constituent ﬁbres, most notably that the
shear and elastic moduli are dependent on the weave architecture. Tan et al.
(1997) provide a comprehensive review of the properties of textile composites
that will be shown here.
Woven fabric is a non-homogeneous, non-continuous, anisotropic material,
which is often modelled as a continuous orthotropic material. This assumption
is applicable when the loading is predominantly in-plane in the ﬁbre directions
of plain woven materials. In these cases the warp and weft provide the material
strength in the primary directions.
Woven textile composite materials and fabrics have a complex material
response that is aﬀected by changes in the material properties of the compo-
nent ﬁbres, the weave architecture and variations in the weaving process such
as ﬁbre pretension. There are two prominent mechanical interactions caused
by the weave architecture that have an aﬀect on the mechanical response of a
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woven textile. These are the non-linear shear response caused by the ﬁbre trel-
lis interaction and the coupled tensile response in the primary and secondary
material directions caused by the crimp de-crimp behaviour of the material.
In the construction of a plain woven textile both the warp and weft tows
are curved around each other. The weft tow is curved during the weaving
process as it passes over and under the warp tows. Similarly the warp tows
are curved as they pass over and under the weft tows. The degree to which
the warp and weft tows are curved depends on the relative size of the tows,
the density of the weave and the tension in the ﬁbres when the material is
woven. When the material is loaded in the warp direction the degree to which
the warp ﬁbres are curved decreases. These ﬁbres are said to de-crimp, while
the degree to which the weft direction ﬁbres are curved increase. These ﬁbres
are said to crimp. Figure 3.4 shows a two-dimensional representation of the
unloaded ﬁbres, ﬁgure 3.4(a), and loaded ﬁbres, ﬁgure 3.4(b), as an illustration
of the de-crimping eﬀect in a woven textile. West and Adams (1997) describe
the de-crimping eﬀect in detail.
(a) Crimped weave condition (b) De-crimped weave condition
Figure 3.4: Crimped and de-crimped conditions for a simple woven textiles
The other mechanical characteristic of woven textiles related to their weave
geometry is the shear response of the material. A woven material undergoing
shear is observed to have three distinct phases of shear response. Initially
there is little resistance to shear, when a shear load is applied to a woven
fabric, the shear is resisted by the de-crimping of the individual tows and
the friction between warp and weft tows. As the shear angle increases the
tows begin to make contact with each other and are crushed in the plane
of the material, increasing the shear resistance. At high shear angles the
material begins to wrinkle and the resistance to shear diminishes. Figure 3.5
illustrates the mechanics of the woven material under shear, described in detail
by Mohammed et al. (2000).
Cavallaro et al. (2007) and Boisse et al. (2001) show that the material shear
and bi-axial load response are dependent on the current bi-axial tension ratio
and shear state, making these co-dependent characteristics. Cao et al. (2008)
reviews the experimental methods and benchmark results used to characterise
general woven fabrics. In many cases, such as out-of-plane loading or draping,
the primary material directions are no longer the only load directions. Here
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(a) No shear (b) Initial shear (c) Final shear
Figure 3.5: Stages of shear for a woven textiles
the shear characteristics of the woven material become a prominent factor,
because the shear strength of a plain woven fabric is not related to the elastic
modulus in the primary material directions. This means that a woven fabric
cannot be simulated as a continuum, but also cannot feasibly be modelled on
a large scale on a ﬁbre by ﬁbre basis.
Lomov et al. (2001) gives a hierarchy of textile modelling strategies. Textile
modelling strategies are provided at the ﬁbre, yarn, fabric weave and fabric
levels. The material mechanics can be investigated at various levels depending
on the area of interest of the researcher. Diﬀerent assumptions are made on
each level. For the purposes of this project, only the response of the material
as a whole is of interest and the properties will be determined on the fabric
level. In this case a property homogenization technique is required to produce
an equivalent continuum property that closely resembles the properties of the
actual woven material over the domain of interest for an analysis.
3.3 Modelling of Woven Textiles
When using a property homogenisation technique the equivalent property
should ideally capture that a woven material has an extremely low shear mod-
ulus, at low shear angles. This modulus increases sharply once the material
has gone into what is knows as shear locking, at higher shear angles. At low
shear angles the shear and elastic properties of woven material are indepen-
dent. This makes woven materials more drapable than conventional continuum
materials. In this research the micro mechanical interaction of the ﬁbres are
not of interest and the computational load of simulations at that level on the
scale of a dunnage bag is too large to be practical. Several techniques are found
in literature that reproduce the response of the mechanical ﬁbre interactions
and constituent material properties as an average over an area. The material
properties of a representative material section is homogenised and applied to
the entire structure.
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Three general approaches are evident in literature for modelling woven
textiles: meso-scale modelling, parameter identiﬁcation using unit cells, and
material response matching.
3.3.1 Meso-Scale Modelling
Meso scale modelling of woven textiles take into account the mechanics and
interactions of individual ﬁbres and tows as well as the material properties
of the ﬁbres themselves. This form of modelling is capable of capturing the
contact friction, crimp, bending and shear behaviour of a woven fabric, but
the computational demand is high.
Lomov et al. (2007a) investigate the use of meso-scale models of textile
composites and propose a road map and data ﬂow for such models. The paper
makes use of practical methods of investigating the inter ﬁbre relationships.
Though it is complex to simulate a fabric on the meso scale (yarn scale)
Durville (2008) made use of such a model to gain insight into the nature of
woven textiles. Inter-ﬁbre characteristics that cannot be measured directly
can be investigated by a suitable meso-scale numerical model. This type of
simulation can be used to gain insight into the fabric-stitch relationship at
seams and folded regions of a dunnage bag. Given the diﬀerence in scale
between the whole bag and the material weave and stitching the computational
requirement of a meso-scale analysis is too high.
Nilakantan et al. (2010) and Jin et al. (2011) both researched ballistic
applications of a woven fabric. In both cases meso-scale solid models are used
and each yarn is modelled. Numerical models on this scale are required when
the load applied is on the scale of the yarns, such is the case of small calibre
projectile impact. On this scale the gaps between the ﬁbres and the true
thickness of the yarns are required to accurately predict penetration. In this
application the ﬁbre interaction is of critical importance to the calculation of
energy transfer from the projectile to the fabric.
Some of the characteristics that must be captured in ballistic simulations
include friction, contact and weave kinematics, so a model of each ﬁbre is
required in the impact zone. This is possible, but to model a sample that
is large enough to give the required results would be too computationally
expensive. To work around this, the individual ﬁbres are modelled in the
area of the impact as solid ﬁbres. In the zone immediately adjacent to the
impact zone, the material is modelled using shell elements, but in this area the
individual tows are modelled in their woven state. Then in the zone furthest
from the impact the material is modelled as a continuous membrane. The
resulting model is divided into three regions, each modelling the fabric on a
diﬀerent scale. The method described constitutes a multi-scale approach that
can reduce the computational requirement of a simulation.
Nilakantan et al. (2010) makes use of the multi-scale approach in a ballistic
impact simulation and notes that care should be taken when connecting the
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various meshes. Nilakantan et al. (2010) focuses on the coupling of solid, shell
and membrane elements to produce a complete model. Also noted are the
shortfalls of using homogenized membranes to model general ballistic impact, a
complete 3D model of the textile fabric is required to achieve accurate results.
Multi-scale solutions are a problem because the solid, shell and membrane
elements must be connected in such a way that there is no artiﬁcial stress
or strain generated and energy is transferred correctly between the diﬀerent
meshes.
An alternative meso-scale mesh was investigated by Jin et al. (2011) to
simulate the impact of a projectile into a woven textile material. The mesh
used for this model is not an exact replica of the physical material, but still
produces good results.
Due to the scale diﬀerences involved in a dunnage bag simulation meso-scale
models are not feasible. A multi-scale approach is also not suitable because of
the increased instability of the model due to its more complex energy transfer
requirements. The inﬂation process of a dunnage bag is already numerically
unstable.
A multi-scale approach could however be used later to investigate the eﬀect
of various stitching patterns on the material. In these areas there are loads
and interactions that cannot be represented by an assumed continuous model,
such as the stitching ﬁbres penetrating through the weave.
3.3.2 Unit Cell Parameter Identiﬁcation
The purpose of homogenization is to reduce the number of elements required
for a numerical model while still representing the overall mechanics of the
system. Numerical unit cells make use of a small repeating, representative area
of material where the inter-ﬁbre mechanics can be reasonably accounted for or
modelled. The load response of the unit cell is averaged and used to represent
the response of the entire area. Two classes of unit cells exist, analytical unit
cells and numerical unit cells.
Analytical Unit Cells
Analytical unit cells attempt to account for the micro-mechanical properties
of a representative area of material by some analytical means. These models
are typically implemented as user-deﬁned materials in commercial software.
Boisse et al. (1997) proposes the use of a user-deﬁned material model that
can be integrated into an existing FE solution. The material model proposed
takes the material properties of woven textiles fabric to be: no shear stiﬀness,
no bending stiﬀness, no compressive stiﬀness, no inter-ﬁbre sliding and account
for ﬁbre de-crimping. This material model requires a large number of physical
tests to calibrate the model. The physical tests are complicated by the need
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for an eﬀective method of surface strain measurement, for which the use of
photogrammetry is suggested but not implemented.
Apedo et al. (2010) and Brueggert and Tanov (2002) used kinematic equa-
tions to couple shear loading and displacement. This is done by looking at an
individual quadrilateral element for a representative area of the model. This
can be visualized as a 4-bar linkage with equal bar lengths and frictionless cor-
ner pins. Two non-linear stiﬀnesses are inserted between opposite corners of
the quadrilateral. When a load is applied in one of the two primary directions,
the bars of the linkage must extend or compress depending on the stiﬀness of
the bars. However, when a shear load is applied the load is resisted purely by
the diagonal stiﬀeners. This method requires that a user-deﬁned material be
used. Using a kinematic representation does, however, not include any com-
ponent to account for the contact and movement between tows. The point
at which two tows cross is represented as a ﬁxed connection between the two
ﬁbres. The pin connections used in a kinematic representation do not shift,
but in reality ﬁbres are free to shift relative to one another.
Numerical Unit Cells
Numerical unit cells attempt to account for the micro-mechanical properties
of a representative area of material by means of a numerical model.
The use of unit cells is discussed by Chung and Tamma (1999). They state
that early eﬀorts to ﬁnd the eﬀective properties of composite materials used
an analytical approach. These were later adapted to be analytical models
based on some recurring unit cell, and most lately adapted to include numer-
ical simulations on a unit cell geometry. In each case the main problem is
that, although the geometry of the unit cell can be chosen to be repetitive, it
is diﬃcult to generate boundary conditions that abide by the symmetry con-
ditions required by a unit cell. Despite these limitations, the unit cell method
of homogenization is a commonly used and eﬀective technique used on woven
textile fabrics.
Cavallaro et al. (2003) and Tarfaoui et al. (2001) used a numerical ap-
proach. Here a sample section of the fabric is fully modelled using accurate
material properties and geometries. A single membrane element with a low
stiﬀness is attached to this unit cell such that the edges of the membrane ele-
ment align with the edges of the numerical unit cell. The virtual fabric model
is then loaded in tension and shear, and combinations thereof. The result-
ing displacement of the membrane will be that of an equivalent homogenized
section of fabric. This displacement can then be used to calculate the ma-
terial properties of the woven material. Cavallaro et al. (2007) expanded on
the importance of using the unit cell in the correct way when the decrimping
behaviour of the fabric is included in the model. This behaviour further sepa-
rated the properties of the woven fabric from that of the component ﬁbres. The
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same homogenized model was used in Cavallaro and Quigley (2007), where the
eﬀects of the work done by pressure and volume changes were investigated.
Where the unit cell used by Cavallaro et al. (2003), Cavallaro and Quigley
(2007) and Cavallaro et al. (2007) are made up of four tows and four crossovers,
Moncrieﬀ (2005) uses a cruciform unit cell with two tows and one crossover.
It is also noted that to produce accurate material properties much calibration
is required. Moncrieﬀ (2005) also warns that only the required material prop-
erties should be included in any simulation as excessive characterization may
lead to an overly complex model that is less stable.
A further investigation into numerically simulated unit cells was undertaken
by Bridgens and Gosling (2008), making use of methods for modelling of unit
cells. A sawtooth and sinusoidal representation of the tows were compared. It
was found that the sawtooth representation was more accurate at representing
the overall character of a section of woven material. A shortfall in the model
is that the ﬂexural stiﬀness of the tows is not considered.
Chen et al. (2002) used the unit cell approach, but with a much larger
material set including samples of diﬀerent size. Chen et al. (2002) discovered
that when the results of each test is normalized by the area of the sample,
that the correlation between samples of various sizes is found to be good.
They warn of the sensitivity of the experimental results to slight variations in
the tow alignment during testing.
Gorczyca et al. (2002) investigated the simulation of uncured woven com-
posites when producing complex part geometries. Woven materials behave as
if their shear and tensile stiﬀness are not coupled. This means that a shear
deformation does not necessarily come with an associate tensile stress. As a
result, when a shear strain is applied to a woven material, the material may
still be in a stress free conﬁguration. This property makes woven fabrics more
drapable than continuous materials. In this model extensive shear testing was
done on woven materials and the resulting data was combined with the unit
cell method of homogenization to produce a useful material property.
Material homogenization has been implemented on more than just sim-
ple plain woven fabric. D'Amato (2001) used a non-orthogonal, though still
repetitive, unit cell to ﬁnd eﬀective material properties for a tri-axially braided
fabric. D'Amato (2001) states that the eﬀective properties found using a unit
cell homogenization technique can be used to create simulations with a high
degree of accuracy for deformation. The author notes that the stress data
derived from a simulation using eﬀective material properties is not accurate
and can only be used as an indication of areas where a higher stress is likely to
be found. The author suggests that in a simulation where stress information
is critical, a global-local model should be used.
An alternative to the combination of physical testing and unit cell homog-
enization is shown in Lin et al. (2009). Here the unit cell is used to account
for the tensile properties of the woven material only, while the shear properties
are provided by a theoretical kinematic model.
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3.3.3 Response Matching
The response matching method of material homogenisation does not attempt
to account for any micro or meso-scale characteristics, either through direct
modelling of the weave or through analogous unit cells. With response match-
ing only the response of a large scale material test is considered with the overall
properties of the material transposed on a representative ﬁnite element. Gru-
jicic et al. (2008) uses this method to develop a continuum model for woven
material for use in ballistic simulations.
Galliot and Luchsinger (2009) note that from a practical point of view most
material models available for the simulation of woven textile fabrics are too
complex for eﬀective use in large simulations. For many applications it has
been found that the response of a standard linear elastic orthotropic material
model can be used to represent the material properties of fabrics over the
region of interest of the simulation. Galliot and Luchsinger (2009) used a trial
and error approach to match the response of a fabric measured in physical
testing to a simulation of the same test. The results were evaluated and found
to be suitable for their later simulations of Tensairity structures.
Based on the success of their earlier work the development of a new shear
test rig is proposed and validated in Galliot and Luchsinger (2010a) and Galliot
and Luchsinger (2010b). This new method is well suited to the testing of woven
textiles. The test rig is capable of bi-axial tensile testing with independent load
ratio and, through the use of a shear ramp load applied along the edges of the
material, shear can be induced at any load ratio.
3.4 Strain Measurement for Tensile Structures
Woven textile composites do not lend themselves to direct mounted strain
sensors, because the material itself is typically very thin and compliant and a
direct mounted device would change the local properties of the material.
Gründig et al. (1995) investigated the use of photogrammetry for the in-
situ evaluation of tensile roofs. Photogrammetry is the use of optical methods
for measurement. In the case of the tensile roofs, datums were attached to
the surface of the roof. Digital photographs were taken of the structure from
several angles, and the position of the datums were calculated in 3 dimensions.
This method was also applied successfully by Moncrieﬀ (2005) as a non-contact
measurement tool.
Lomov et al. (2007b) made use of DIC to track material strain during a
physical test. This data was later used to validate the results of a meso-scale
FE model. Ehlers and Varsta (2009) show how the use of DIC can improve
the material characterization of woven composites. Lee et al. (2009) used a
diﬀerent approach for the validation of airbag inﬂation. In this case sample
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airbags are inﬂated in front of a calibration board and the results over time
are directly compared with those from numerical experiments.
Galliot and Luchsinger (2011) recommends the use of DIC to measure full
ﬁeld surface strains that can be directly compared with numerical simulations.
Dridi et al. (2012) extend the work of Galliot and Luchsinger (2011) to include
shear loading of woven fabric.
DIC makes use of images recorded during a physical test of a prepared
sample. Images are evaluated sequentially using a least squares method to
track the movement of an applied speckle pattern as the average movement
of a pixel subset from one image to the next, Sutton et al. (1983). Based on
the displacement ﬁeld data produced by DIC the material strain can be cal-
culated. The DIC system supplied by LaVision, and available at Stellenbosch
University, is capable of deformation accuracy of 0.05 pixels. This translates
to a real world accuracy of 0.01 mm for a 100 mm sample.
The accuracy of the displacement calculation is dependent on the quality
of the speckle pattern applied to the sample. Lecompte et al. (2006) and
Amiot et al. (2013) provide a mechanism for the evaluation of the speckle
pattern quality that can be used to estimate the relative accuracy of diﬀerent
patterns. A sample pattern is applied using either a spray can or brush and
a single photo is taken. The image of the speckle pattern is then mapped to
the desired sample geometry in an unloaded state. Finite element methods
are used to deform the sample and the original image is mapped to the results
of the FEM simulation. DIC software is then used to determine the strain
between the two images which is then compared to the FE results. Using this
method various patterns and sizes can be compared under various lighting
conditions to select the best pattern for a given test.
3.5 Conclusions from Literature
From the literature it can be seen that woven textiles are not conducive to
analysis with conventional simulation tools. It is also not feasible or recom-
mended to produce a full-scale model that includes yarn level detail. Most
sources recommend that the material be homogenised in an attempt to match
the response of the material as a whole to typical loads without being en-
cumbered by the material detail. Unit cells and material swatches are used
to ascertain the response of a small scale representative material subset. The
response of the unit cell or swatch can then be mapped to a simple element.
The new equivalent model homogenises the complex interactions in the weave,
producing an average response for an area.
Several papers advocate the use of user-deﬁned material models or element
formulations to include more detailed material eﬀects. Unfortunately the de-
velopment of new material models and element formulations is beyond the
scope of this project. For this research it is important to keep the complexity
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of the models as low as possible to allow for more models to be run. With this
in mind standard rather than user-deﬁned material models will be used. Their
ability to approximate necessary physical characteristics of a woven material
will be evaluated.
In some cases the material geometry can be homogenised instead of the
material properties to match the response of the overall weave. This, however,
does not necessarily reduce the number of elements required to adequately
represent the material. Using fewer, larger elements also reduces the total
computational time. Using a single shell or membrane element to produce the
response of a unit cell is therefore most beneﬁcial to the project.
As a result of homogenisation model detail is lost, so it is important to
decide on what detail is required. In most cases the homogenised material
model will focus only on the in-plane material response. For dunnage bags
there is a very large diﬀerence in dimensions between the bag's overall length
and width, and the material thickness, leading to the assumption that the
material can be considered a membrane. This eliminates any requirement
for out-of-plane material response from the homogenised material. The shear
angle for most of the bag is very low, especially in failure regions, and is only
required to be much lower than the elastic moduli of the material
In literature two kinds of homogenisation are mentioned, each capable of
capturing various material characteristics: unit cells (based on either analytical
or kinematic models) and response matching (making use of inverse analysis
and swatch testing). Analytical and kinematic models are not suitable for this
project because they both require a user-deﬁned material property.
Numerical models of a unit cell were initially considered but were found
to be infeasible for this project because they require a very well calibrated
material model for the underlying material, in this case polypropylene, and
the weave geometry needs to be accurately accounted for. Figure 3.6 shows
the mesh required for a simple unit cell and ﬁgure 3.7 shows the results of
uni-axial, bi-axial and shear loading of that unit cell.
Producing a high accuracy model for polypropylene requires much the same
type of analysis as calibrating the material model for woven fabric, but the
equipment required for measuring and generating an accurate weave geometry
are not currently available. This leaves response matching using an inverse
analysis based on material swatch testing as the only viable homogenisation
method for this project.
Photogrammetry and visual methods should be used where possible as
a non-contact measurement of material strain to improve validation. Three
methods commonly used were discussed and involve the comparison of images
taken of physical testing, using stereo camera setups to map large point-to-
point deformations using datums and the use of DIC to generate full-ﬁeld strain
data for the materials. DIC is the most promising technology and provides the
most detailed results.
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Figure 3.6: Mesh for a numerical unit cell showing a 2 by 2 overlap region
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(a) Uni-axial tension (b) Bi-axial tension
(c) Shear loading (not pure shear)
Figure 3.7: Numerical unit cell response to simple material tests
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Mechanical Testing of
Plain-Woven Polypropylene
A key objective of this project is to match the pressure drop caused by over-
loading a dunnage bag while in operation. To this end the load-unload charac-
teristic of the woven polypropylene fabric must be found. In order to achieve
this goal it was required to ﬁrst ﬁnd methods to test the operational strain
range of the material. With the strain range known, a suitable test device
could be selected and built. Finally, the test device could be used to conduct
a simple material test for samples that can be easily replicated numerically.
4.1 Experimental Design
In order to capture the response of plain-woven polypropylene the test rig
should be designed with the following requirements in mind:
 Perform bi-axial loading
 Record load conditions
 Measure displacement
Additional requirements are that the design must be robust in terms of
the range of samples that can be tested and also cheap to manufacture. The
material grips should be capable of taking materials of varying thicknesses and
weave densities and the number and type of actuators and sensors should be
limited. The method of homogenisation chosen for this project is to match the
response of the material in physical testing with the response of an equivalent
test in the virtual environment. A simple method of deriving the engineering
properties for the material is desired.
35
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4.1.1 Available Material Tests
Though dunnage bags undergo large out of plane displacements, the material
is predominantly loaded in-plane. It is therefore assumed that an analysis of
the planar response of the material will be suﬃcient for the purpose of this
project. The material response tests will be based on planar swatches that are
loaded in-plane.
The material response to shear, uni-axial and bi-axial loading will be of
interest. Several physical test apparatus and procedures are currently used
to evaluate the response of woven materials. Figure 4.1 shows the specimen
geometry as well as load cases for most of the available tests which are then
described in detail below.
Vibration Test
In a vibration test a sample of known geometry is exposed to an excitation that
causes the sample to vibrate. The input excitation to, and output displacement
of the sample are recorded. Using mathematical techniques a vibration test can
produce a full anisotropic elastic material compliance matrix. In a dunnage
bag application the woven material is exposed to loads beyond the limit of a
linear elastic model.
Uni-Axial and Bi-Axial Tensile Tests
Uni-axial and bi-axial tensile tests are simple extension tests of known samples.
For a uni-axial tensile test a sample is clamped at each end into the test rig and
a load or forced displacement is applied in one direction, as seen in ﬁgure 4.1(a).
In the test the applied load and elongation of an area of interest are recorded.
From this data the elastic and plastic response of a material can be found for
a given load direction.
A bi-axial tensile test is an extension of the uni-axial test, performed on
a cruciform sample, where each of the four arms are clamped into the test
rig. Loading is simultaneously applied in both directions and loading can be
applied with various load or displacement ratios, ﬁgure 4.1(b).
Uni-axial and bi-axial rigs are capable of generating non-linear material
response. These tests are used to derive the material response in the primary
(EMD) and secondary (ECD) material directions. The through thickness (EZD)
material property will not be directly tested, but is not of interest in this
project.
Biased Uni-Axial Tensile Test
The biased uni-axial tensile or biased extension test is an adaptation of the
standard uni-axial tensile test. In the case of the biased test the sample is
cut so that the primary and secondary material directions (machine and cross
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(a) Uni-axial tensile test (b) Bi-axial tensile test (c) Biased uni-axial tensile
test
(d) Shear frame test (e) KES-F fabric test (f) Fabric shear cylinder
test
(g) Bi-axial tensile test
with T-shaped sample
(h) Bi-axial tensile test
with oﬀset cruciform sam-
ple
(i) Fabric test patented by
Cavallaro (2005)
(j) Shear ramp proposed
by Galliot and Luchsinger
(2010a)
Figure 4.1: Material tests for woven textiles showing the loads applied and specimen
geometry, material ﬁbre orientation is indicated by cross hatching.
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directions) are aligned at 45° to the direction of extension, ﬁgure 4.1(c), see
Peng and Cao (2005). For a woven textile this produces a region of trellis
shear in the centre of the specimen. The shear is then estimated based on
the test rig cross-head displacement. This method of testing is often used as
a comparison for other shear tests and is also good for ﬁnding the material
locking angle.
Several disadvantages exist with this method. The shear stress is not ho-
mogeneous throughout the sample. There is a triangular region of pure tension
at the clamps and a mixed region between the tension region at the clamps
and shear region near the centre of the sample. The shear characteristic can-
not be measured with reference to the load ratio between the machine and
cross directions and, though an estimate for the shear stress in the sample is
provided by an analytical equation, accurate shear values can only be obtained
by optical measurement.
Shear Frame Test
The shear frame or picture frame test is a mechanism designed to load a square
sample in global trellis shear. A sample is clamped into a square frame that
pivots at each corner as a four-bar-linkage. The frame is then mounted to a ten-
sile test rig such that diagonally opposite corners are displaced, ﬁgure 4.1(d).
This test method allows for both positive and negative shear to be applied.
In the picture frame test the shear in the sample is assumed to be homo-
geneous and the shear angle is evident from the geometry of the frame. The
sample is however not loaded in pure shear as the ﬁxed clamping region pro-
duces tensile and compressive stresses in the sample. Shear frame and biased
tensile tests are often used in tandem to deﬁne shear properties for a given
sample.
KES-F Test
The KES-F test uses a device designed to apply a load tangential to the pri-
mary or secondary material directions, while exerting a constant tensile stress.
A square sample is clamped on two parallel sides and a constant tensile load
is applied to one clamped edge while a tangential load is applied to the other,
ﬁgure 4.1(e).
In addition to testing the shear characteristic of a material the KES-F test
can also provide: pure tension, compression, bending and surface properties.
However, no bi-axial loading can be produced by the device.
Fabric Cylinder Shear Device Test
A test for woven materials exists where a cylindrical sample is clamped to two
discs that are attached to a tension-torsion device. Load control is applied
to the sample in the axial direction while torque is applied to one of the
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mounting discs, generating a shear load, ﬁgure 4.1(f). This device requires
specially prepared cylindrical samples that must be manufactured for each
desired bi-axial tension state.
Bi-axial Test With T-shaped Specimen
A simple method of inducing shear in a sample is to use a T-shaped sample.
The sample is clamped on all three edges and a tensile load is applied between
the two parallel edges. When a load is applied to the third edge a region of
shear is produced in the sample, ﬁgure 4.1(g). This test method does not
produce a homogeneous shear region and either a FE analysis or optical ﬁeld
measurement is required to evaluate the shear region.
This test method uses an iterative method of tuning an FE model to match
the physical data. The method can be problematic for use with loosely woven
materials because loosely woven material is likely to pull apart rather than
shear.
Bi-axial Test With Oﬀset Cruciform Sample
A shear test can be performed on an alternative cruciform sample that consists
of a central region oﬀset by 45° to the loading direction, ﬁgure 4.1(h). This
has the potential to produce a homogeneous shear state in the central region
of the sample that corresponds to the tension-compression state associated
with shear. However there is a limitation to the shear state that the test can
obtain because the sample must remain in a net tension to avoid any regions
of compression which would lead to wrinkling of the sample.
The most prominent disadvantages of this test method are that the prepa-
ration of samples is time consuming and that only a balanced bi-axial load can
be applied to the sample.
Cavallaro Test
Cavallaro (2005) proposed a linkage set-up that can apply a bi-axial load to
a cruciform sample. The Cavallaro test rig is a linkage based mechanism that
applies a bi-axial displacement to a cruciform sample in order to pretension
the sample. The sample is then loaded in shear by the relative rotation of
the linkage, ﬁgure 4.1(i). Each of the four linkages are equipped with a load
measurement device giving the user the total load applied to each sample arm.
This mechanism does not give any indication of how the load is distributed
over the sample and does not distinguish between the load due to pretension
and that of the applied moment. The beneﬁt of this mechanism is that various
pretensions can be applied to a sample and a large range of shear angles can
be tested. The device can also be designed to ﬁt on an existing tensile or
tension-torsion test device.
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Shear Ramp Tests
Galliot and Luchsinger (2010a) and Galliot and Luchsinger (2010b) proposed
an adaptation to an existing planar test rig for cruciform samples. The test rig
has ﬁve mechanical grippers per arm of the cruciform sample, each gripper can
be actuated independently and is ﬁtted with a load measurement device. These
independently articulating grippers allow the load applied to the sample to be
adjusted so that a load ramp is applied to each arm of the sample, producing
a load approaching pure shear, ﬁgure 4.1(j). An additional beneﬁt of this
mechanism is that the load on each pair of sample arms can be oﬀset, allowing
the sample to be pre-tensioned to any load ratio.
4.1.2 Manufactured Test Devices
From the list of available test devices three candidate load cases were selected
that provide the ability to test uni-axial, bi-axial and shear load cases as well
as mixed mode load cases. Figure 4.2 shows the three load cases selected, a
positive only displacement ramp, a displacement ramp with both positive and
negative displacement and a positive load ramp.
(a) Positive displacement
ramp
(b) Positive and negative
displacement ramp
(c) Positive load ramp
Figure 4.2: Candidate load cases for physical testing
Preliminary numerical simulations of the three potential load candidates
were performed. Figure 4.3 shows the expected deformation pattern for each
load case. It is observed that the deformation in the central region of interest
is similar for each case.
Each of the candidate load cases have diﬀerent requirements in terms of
actuators and measurement equipment, important because of the cost and sim-
plicity requirements of the project. If a single device is designed for each load
case: the positive load ramp will require at least 20 actuators and sensors, the
positive displacement ramp and ramp with positive and negative displacement
will only require eight of each. For the ramp with both positive and negative
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(a) Positive displacement
ramp
(b) Positive and negative
displacement ramp
(c) Positive load ramp
Figure 4.3: Candidate load case displacements
displacement there is a risk that a membrane subjected to compressive load
will produce erroneous results, while the positive displacement ramp requires
a more complex mechanism.
If two devices are used, the positive and negative displacement ramp can be
reproduced by the combination of a bi-axial tensile frame and a shear frame.
The bi-axial frame can be used to pre-tension a cruciform sample before the
picture frame test is performed. Using this conﬁguration reduces the number
of actuators to four for the bi-axial frame. The shear frame can be designed
to connect to an existing uni-axial tensile test device, requiring no additional
actuators or measurement devices. If the bi-axial device is limited to ﬁxed
displacement ratios using a mechanical driver mechanism, the bi-axial device
can also be designed to connect directly to an existing tensile test device. For
each of the test ﬁxtures the only actuation required can be provided by a
uni-axial tensile test device, this reduces the number of additional actuators
required to zero. The two device system will only require four load cells in the
bi-axial device.
The driver mechanism based bi-axial device does limit the testing to a ﬁxed
displacement ratio between the two sets of clamps. Initial testing will make use
of a one-to-one driver ratio, which can be changed by manufacturing multiple
driver sets corresponding to various displacement ratios.
A numerical model of the experimental set-up can be created with a ge-
ometry equivalent to the physical sample and the loads or displacements mea-
sured in the physical experiments can be applied to the numerical sample. By
changing the material properties in the numerical simulation the experimental
response can be matched and a set of homogenized material properties can be
found for any given material.
The purpose of the bi-axial test is to load a cruciform sample in two or-
thogonal directions, ﬁgure 4.1(b). This bi-axial device will impose a known
displacement in each of the two material directions. The mechanism is de-
signed so that a ﬁxed displacement ratio is imposed between the two loading
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directions. This mechanism can easily be switched so that various displace-
ment ratios can be applied.
Figure 4.4 shows the designed and manufactured bi-axial tensile device.
The driver mechanism can be seen in the center of each ﬁgure, the sample
grippers are rendered in green. The bi-axial test device required the addition
of two springs to compensate for gravity, forcing the driver mechanism closed
when not in operation. Figure 4.5 shows the picture frame device and ﬁgure 4.6
shows the two devices nested together.
(a) CAD model (b) Manufactured device
Figure 4.4: Manufactured bi-axial tensile device
The test selected to determine the engineering properties of woven polypropy-
lene is a bi-axial tensile test. A picture frame device has also been designed to
couple with the bi-axial device for later testing of material shear. The man-
ufactured test devices couple directly to a MTS Criterion tensile test device
which drives a mechanism in the bi-axial device that displaces such that the
90◦ opposed mounting clamps move apart with a one to one ratio. That is if
the pair of clamps aligned with the MTS are separated by 1 mm the other pair
will also separate by 1 mm. The drive shafts used to actuate the device are
gauged so that the load applied to each ﬂap of the sample is measured.
4.1.3 Cruciform Samples
The bi-axial test requires cruciform samples to be cut directly from sample
bags provided by the industry partner. Figure 4.7 shows an example of a
prepared cruciform sample used in testing. The samples are cut so that a
100 x 100 mm square region is kept intact. The ﬁrst two ﬁbres in each arm,
adjacent to the central region of interest, are removed.
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(a) CAD model (b) Manufactured frame
Figure 4.5: Manufactured shear frame
(a) CAD model (b) Manufactured device
Figure 4.6: Combined bi-axial and shear devices
As per a recommendation in Cavallaro et al. (2003) the samples are lightly
preconditioned by shearing the ﬁbres. This frees the ﬁbres from each other
and is more representative of the material under average use. The sample is
then sprayed with a speckle pattern to provide contrast for the DIC system
used to measure the surface strain of the material. DIC was used to capture
the strain ﬁeld for the center 50 x 50 mm central region of interest, ﬁgure 4.8.
The region of interest was chosen to be much larger than the individual ﬁbre
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Figure 4.7: Representative cruciform sample, speckled for use with DIC software
tows so that the detail of individual ﬁbre deformation would not be captured.
An important aspect of sample preparation was the selection of the speckle
pattern to be used. The speckle pattern quality has an eﬀect on the accuracy
of the DIC method, Lecompte et al. (2006) and as such requires investigation
before any tests can be performed. The speckle patterns for this application
were compared by the RMS values of their noise ﬂoor, the spurious strain mea-
sured between ﬁve consecutive images. Ten candidate patterns were created
using diﬀerent paint types and colours. Various application techniques were
also considered, including directly spraying the sample from a spray can and
splashing paint onto the sample using a paint brush. Figure 4.9 shows the ten
speckle candidates.
Two images were taken of each speckle pattern and compared using the DIC
software DaVis using the camera system provided by LaVision. That is two
diﬀerent images are taken for each sample pattern without any load applied.
The strain between the two images is then analysed using DIC. Figure 4.10
shows the strain measured by DIC from two consecutive images. Considering
that the material underwent no strain the strain detected by DIC is erroneous.
Figure 4.11 shows a plot of the average RMS value of the strain error for the
candidate speckle patterns. Three interrogation window sizes were compared;
small (30 pixel), medium (60 pixel) and large (120 pixel). In both cases can-
didate nine is excluded because the DIC results were the same as candidate
eight.
As expected the larger the interrogation window size the more accurately
the strain is predicted. Candidate 1 showed the lowest noise ﬂoor and was
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Figure 4.8: Principal strain ﬁeld measured with DIC
Figure 4.9: Ten speckle candidates for the cruciform material samples
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(a) Candidate one (b) Candidate two (c) Candidate three
(d) Candidate four (e) Candidate ﬁve (f) Candidate six
(g) Candidate seven (h) Candidate eight (i) Candidate ten
Figure 4.10: Noise ﬂoor for all candidate speckle patterns showing displacement
magnitude with no load applied
then evaluated for accuracy. A single image was taken of the speckle pattern
and elongated by 10 % using photo editing software. The two images were
then compared using DIC which measured a 10 % strain in one direction and
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Figure 4.11: Average displacement RMS for the candidate speckle patterns under
zero load
0 % in the other. Speckle pattern one is used for swatch tests and pattern
three is used for the full bag tests.
4.1.4 Operational Strain Ranges
Due to the complexity of the eﬀective material properties for woven polypropy-
lene it was necessary to clearly deﬁne the range over which we intend to simu-
late the material. This is required both to ensure that the selected test device
is capable of producing the desired strain on the sample and to limit the time
spent on calibrating the numerical material outside of the desired operating
range. The dunnage bags are tested by inﬂation between two ﬂat parallel
plates on a large hydraulic press, constituting an operational void. The bags
are inﬂated to their operating pressure before the void is ﬁrst reduced and then
returned to its initial position, simulating a single load cycle.
The prescribed test case requires a test bag to be inﬂated to working pres-
sure (70 kPa rel.) and cycled from 305-200 mm. The cycle test was recorded
and DIC was used to measure the average strain in the woven material 600 mm
from the corner along the longer edge of the bag as indicated by ﬁgure 4.12.
This position was chosen because the strain state in this region of the bag is
representative of the strain state of most of this edge of the bag. The strain
state closer to the corner of the bag will be lower and the hydraulic press in-
hibits measurement at the midspan. Figure 4.13 shows the region used for the
strain extraction and the full ﬁeld strain results in terms of principal strains
while ﬁgure 4.14 shows the strain ﬁeld in the material machine and cross di-
rections (MD and CD). The speckle pattern used on the full bag was selected
using the same method as for the cruciform samples.
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Figure 4.12: Basic geometry of a dunnage bag showing the position of the non-
return valve, the strain recovery position (A), and the view window for the DIC
strain analysis
Figure 4.13: Principal strain in an inﬂated dunnage bag measured using DIC for
the view ﬁeld shown in ﬁgure 4.12, the strain extraction position is indicated as a
red box
(a) Lengthwise strain (b) Hoop direction strain
Figure 4.14: Lengthwise and hoop direction strain in an inﬂated bag, measured
with DIC, using the viewﬁeld indicated in ﬁgure 4.12
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Using DIC the material strain in the machine and cross directions (MD and
CD) were measured. Table 4.1 shows the maximum strains recorded using DIC
in both material MD and CD when the bag is inﬂated and then cycled. The
total CD strain is shown to be much larger than the MD strain though the
proportional increase in strain for the MD ﬁbres under cyclic loading is higher
than for the CD ﬁbres. In each case the material is assumed to be initially
unstrained. The material strain ranges bounding the region of interest are
0-4.9 % for the CD and 0-1.3 % in the MD.
Table 4.1: Maximum strain in material MD and CD
Inﬂation Strain Cycle Strain Total Strain
CD (hoop) 0.04379 0.00518 0.0490
MD (Length) 0.0046 0.00833 0.0129
4.1.5 Cyclic Loading of Cruciform Samples
The material response in both the loading and unloading phase are required
to fully characterise woven polypropylene for a cyclic load test of a full dun-
nage bag. Cycle tests following a load-hold-unload-hold-repeat sequence were
investigated in three load-unload conﬁgurations:
1. Loading to a ﬁxed elongation - unload to 90 % of maximum load
2. Loading to a ﬁxed elongation - unload to 10 % of maximum load
3. Loading to a ﬁxed elongation - unload to zero load
The unload to 90 % of maximum load method cannot give the full unload
curve.
The unload to 10 % of maximum load method captures more of the material
unload cycle than the unload to 90 % of maximum load method, and has the
advantage that the sample does not go into compression. This method does,
however, not directly capture the amount of plastic deformation the sample
undergoes. This could be overcome by unloading the sample until there is zero
load. Unfortunately this point occurs at a diﬀerent displacement for the MD
and CD, meaning that compression will occur in one direction.
The unload to zero displacement method captures the entire material un-
load cycle, but has the disadvantage that the sample does go into compression.
This disadvantage was overcome by excluding any data below zero load from
the ﬁnal data set.
Each of the methods are used in two conﬁgurations a multi-cycle test over
the full range of the bi-axial test device and in a more focused conﬁguration
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where the material is only cycled twice, once to the maximum strain range
of the material MD and once to the maximum material strain range of the
CD. In the multi-cycle case, samples are elongated in 1 mm increments from
1 mm to 15 mm with the unload stage deﬁned depending on the conﬁguration
selected.
4.2 Measured Results
Sample swatches were cut from a supplied dunnage bag and a series of pre-
liminary tests were performed using all three load cycle types described in
subsection 4.1.5. The preliminary tests were performed with the multi-cycle
approach and the ﬁnal material tests were performed using a single cycle ap-
proach.
4.2.1 Multi-Cyclic Loading of a Polypropylene Swatch
Figures 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17 show the load applied to a cruciform sample in
the material MD and CD over time for a multi-cycle loading with load cycles
unloading to 90 %, 10 % and 0 % of the maximum cycle load respectively. The
multi-cycle data shown here corresponds to the full range of the bi-axial test
device. In each ﬁgure the load peaks correspond to a ﬁxed elongation ranging
from 1 mm to 15 mm in 1 mm increments. Each of these three ﬁgures show
that at lower elongations the CD material is subjected to a higher load than
the MD material, but at larger elongations this reverses and the MD material
is subjected to higher loads than the CD material. At each point in time the
MD and CD ﬁbres are subjected to the same elongation. This indicates that
the material properties in the MD and CD are very diﬀerent over the range of
the test device.
The most noticeable characteristic of this woven polypropylene material is
that there is a switch in which of the two material directions is stiﬀer over the
tested range. To conﬁrm the results observed the order in which the arms of the
cruciform sample are clamped was changed through all possible combinations.
Then the sample was oriented ﬁrst with the material MD aligned with the
tensile test MD then with the material CD aligned with the tensile test device
MD. In every case this characteristic was maintained and was as such found
to be a real characteristic of this particular plain-woven polypropylene fabric.
This, however, may not be true in general for this class of material as either or
both the MD and CD tows can be varied to get diﬀerent material properties.
Figures 4.18, 4.19 and 4.20 show the load-elongation curves in the material
MD and CD for the multi-cycle tests described above. It can be seen that the
load-elongation curves are similar to those described in Drozdov and Dusunceli
(2013), see section 3.1. A closer look at the lower edge of ﬁgure 4.19 shows
that the load on the CD material is higher than that of the MD material. This
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Figure 4.15: Multi-cycle results with load reduced to 90 % of maximum load, 1 mm
increments in a multi-cycle conﬁguration
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Figure 4.16: Multi-cycle results with load reduced to 10 % of maximum load, 1 mm
increments in a multi-cycle conﬁguration
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Figure 4.17: Multi-cycle results with load reduced to zero load, 1 mm increments
in a multi-cycle conﬁguration
happens because the bi-axial test device used has the same displacement in
the MD and CD directions and the load reduction to 10 % is calculated based
on the total force input to the bi-axial device. From the ﬁgures above it is
known that for a small elongation the material in the MD produces a lower
restraining load than in the CD. For a given displacement the load applied to
each direction of the material is not the same.
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Figure 4.18: Load-elongation curves in the MD and CD for a multi-cycle test to
90 % of maximum load
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Figure 4.19: Load-elongation curves in the MD and CD for a multi-cycle test to
10 % of maximum load
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Figure 4.20: Load-elongation curves in the MD and CD for a multi-cycle test to
load
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4.2.2 Single Cycle Loading of a Polypropylene Swatch
Figures 4.21 and 4.22 show the results of the two-cycle loading. Here the
material strain ranges resulting from full bag strain analysis using DIC are
used. The maximum strain in the bag hoop and longitudinal directions are
translated to material CD and MD respectively. A preliminary set of tests
were performed to ﬁnd the bi-axial device displacement required to generate
each the requisite maximum strains. The desired maximum strains are 0.0129
in the MD and 0.049 in the CD. The maximum elongation ranges set on the bi-
axial device are 3.5 mm for the MD and 11.5 mm for the CD. These two device
elongations correspond to elongations of 1.29 mm and 4.9 mm elongations in
the 100 x 100 mm area of interest at the centre of the cruciform sample.
Two single cycle tests were performed to generate the load-unload response
for the woven-polypropylene fabric when loaded to the maximum elongation
in the MD and CD for the material. Figure 4.21 shows the load-unload curve
for the woven material loaded to the maximum MD strain. Figure 4.22 shows
the load-unload curves for the material loaded to the maximum CD strain.
Unfortunately the bi-axial device used cannot load the woven material such
that the MD and CD materials are simultaneously loaded to their maximums
strain values. This is a shortfall of the test equipment.
4.3 Evaluation of Results
The purpose of the material swatch testing is to investigate the trends asso-
ciated with the material response and produce a reliable response curve that
will form the basis for material parametrization. The most notable trend ob-
served in the data is that the material CD dominates under low strains while
the material MD dominates under higher strains. This trend is not seen with
conventional, continuous, homogeneous engineering materials. The transition
point, however, occurs outside the expected loading range of the material and
thus may not aﬀect the later development of numerical material models.
The load curve that will be used as the basis for the material parametriza-
tion is a hybrid case using portions of the material load-unload curves from the
two single cycle tests. The MD response will be taken from the MD maximum
strain test and the CD response will be taken from the CD maximum strain
test. Figure 4.23 shows the material response curves for material parametriza-
tion scaled for a 50 x 50 mm sample in the non-SI unit combination of kN and
mm used in later simulations.
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Figure 4.21: Load cycle to maximum MD strain
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Figure 4.22: Load cycle to maximum CD strain
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Figure 4.23: Evaluation machine and cross direction load-unload curves for a
50 x 50 mm woven polypropylene swatch
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Material Parametrization
The material properties for plain-woven polypropylene fabric cannot easily be
derived based on the properties of the constituent ﬁbres or the properties of
the underlying polypropylene itself. The properties of woven polypropylene
fabric are a combination of mechanical properties of polypropylene and the
mechanical properties of the fabric due to the weave architecture. For a large
scale model where the overall dimensions of the structure are much larger than
the dimensions of the weave architecture the properties of the woven material
should, for practical reasons, be homogenised. For woven inﬂatable dunnage
bags the overall dimensions are on the order of metres while the ﬁbres making
up the weave architecture are only about 2 mm wide.
5.1 Material Homogenisation
For the purposes of this project material property homogenisation is the pro-
cess of describing the average response of the woven fabric to a mechanical load.
Furthermore, this average response will be described in terms of a standard
material model available in a commercial ﬁnite element package.
Literature describes two basic approaches to homogenisation of woven fab-
rics, one using data collected through physical experimentation (using a fabric
swatch) and the other using data from numerical experiments (using a numer-
ical unit cell). A simple trial showed that in order to make use of a numerical
unit cell an accurate weave architecture is required as well as an accurate ma-
terial model for the underling material, in this case polypropylene. Deﬁning an
accurate weave architecture that can account for variations in the weave due to
manufacturing tolerances requires specialised scanning equipment, not avail-
able for this project. Generating an accurate material model for polypropylene
is a problem equivalent to generating a material model for the homogenised
woven material. Due to these two factors the homogenisation using data from
physical swatch tests was selected for this project using the data presented in
chapter 4.
58
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Using a homogenised material property has several drawbacks caused by
the fact that the homogenised material does not match the mechanics of the
true material. As an example the stress in the body being simulated is not rep-
resentative of the stress in the physical material, meaning that the homogenised
material model will make use of a surrogate stress-strain relationship not re-
lated to the physical material. Diﬀerent homogenised material models can also
be used to represent the response of the same material each matching diﬀerent
parts of the material response. The errors inherent in the use of a surrogate
material can be limited by a clear statement of the desired responses and the
range over which those responses are of interest.
For this project the load-unload response of the woven material in the
longitudinal (MD) and hoop or (CD) directions are of interest. Material shear
response is not evaluated in this project because there is very little shear in
the failure regions of the bag and there is no standard material model with
the ability to account for the complex non-linear shear characteristic. The
decision was made to subject the material to a load similar to that experienced
by the material in-situ. The experimental data presented in chapter 4 already
accounts for the strain ranges the bag is subjected to in a full cycle test.
The material parametrization procedure presented in this chapter selects
a viable material model and formulates an inverse problem that maps the
response of a numerical simulation of a material test with the results of the
physical swatch tests from chapter 4. The result of the inverse problem is a
set of parameter values for the selected material models that best replicates
the response of the physical swatch tests.
5.2 Inverse Problems for Material
Parametrisation
The use of inverse problems to parametrise materials is not uncommon. Forestier
et al. (2002) describes the estimation of constitutive parameters of a non-linear
material using an inverse method. The response of a non-linear ﬁnite element
analysis is mapped to the measured results of a physical test. Husain et al.
(2004) makes use of a similar inverse problem matching the response of a ﬁ-
nite element model to test data to determine constitutive tensile behaviour of
materials, but makes use of a simple contrived experiment. Milani and Nemes
(2004) extends this method to the characterisation of a hyperelastic material
model for a textile reinforced thermoplastic making use of a simple biased
uni-axial tensile test. Kajberg and Lindkvist (2004) use the inverse method
to successfully characterise a material subjected to large strain using in-plane
displacement ﬁelds. The paper describes how the displacement ﬁelds are gen-
erated using digital speckle photography, a similar technology to DIC though
less accurate. Zhou et al. (2006) couples a ﬁnite element software package to a
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general numerical optimiser to identify constitutive parameters of aluminium
oxide at high temperatures. Garbowski et al. (2012) uses an inverse analysis to
calibrate an orthotropic elastic-plastic constitutive model for thin foils using
a bi-axial test device. Surface strain measurements were taken using DIC. In
this case the inverse problem was solved by use of a neural network.
The literature available shows that inverse methods are suitable for parametri-
sation of materials subject to complex interactions of material and geometric
properties. DIC systems can be used to generate data sets to be matched by
a numerical optimiser. In this project a cruciform sample was subjected to a
known displacement at each arm and the surface strain was measured using
DIC. A representative material model was selected and a replica for the phys-
ical test was created as a ﬁnite element model. The measured strain was en-
forced in the numerical model similar to the physical test. The load-elongation
curve from physical testing was then mapped to the numerical model by ma-
nipulation of the parameters of the material model.
5.3 Material Models for Woven Polypropylene
The ﬁrst step in matching the response of the physical testing performed is to
select a material model capable of the characteristics observed in the physical
test. The physical test showed that the material load-unload curve diﬀers
greatly between the material MD and CD in terms of the shape of the curves,
and the range of load and elongation values observed in in-situ testing. Of
interest here is matching the MD and CD load-elongation curves of the swatch
test results. The shear is assumed to be negligible in critical failure regions.
It is known that woven materials are non-continuous, non-homogeneous and
have a non-linear shear stress-strain relationship. It is also known that few
material models for woven materials have been developed for or implemented
in commercial ﬁnite element software to date.
LS-DYNA was chosen as the software package most suitable to the simu-
lation of structures that undergo large displacements under an inﬂation load,
such as airbags. Not only does LS-DYNA make use of explicit integration but
is extensively used to simulate the inﬂation of airbags. Using LS-DYNA, two
material modelling options were evaluated for this project, existing constitutive
models for continuum elements and non-linear discrete elements in the from of
a hybrid element. A user-deﬁned material model could also be produced that
eﬀectively homogenizes the material properties of woven polypropylene, but
that was beyond the scope of this project and is left as recommended further
work.
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5.3.1 Continuous Constitutive Models
There are several material models available in LS-DYNA that are suitable for
representing the homogenised woven polypropylene material. The candidate
models were identiﬁed using the requirements that the models function with
shell elements, support an orthotropic material response and account for plastic
material deformation. The list of candidate models is as follows;
 MAT_02 Orthotropic Elastic
 MAT_03 Isotropic Plastic Kinematic
 MAT_24 Isotropic Piecewise Linear Plasticity
 MAT_34 Orthotropic Fabric
 MAT_40 Non-Linear Orthotropic
 MAT_89 Isotropic Plasticity Polymer
 MAT_108 Orthotropic Elastic Plastic
 MAT_187 SAMP-1 Semi-Analytical Model for Polymers (Kolling et al.
(2005))
It is important to note that there is no model currently available in LS-
DYNA that can fully capture the mechanical characteristics and material re-
sponse of woven polypropylene and each of the candidate models listed above
fall short in some regard. Each material model will be compared and evaluated
in terms of their ability to replicate the response of a physical test.
Several of the models listed above can be excluded without trial simula-
tions. Even though MAT_02 (Orthotropic Elastic) has been found suitable
for modelling inﬂatable structures in literature it is excluded without trial here
because woven dunnage bags inﬂated to operating pressures are already loaded
beyond the yield point of the material. For the purposes of this project post
yield material characteristics are required. MAT_03 (Plastic Kinematic) and
MAT_24 (Piecewise Linear Plasticity) have similar capabilities in LS-DYNA.
MAT_24 can be considered as an extension of MAT_03 capable of replicating
a more complex post yield response. MAT_24 is the recommended stan-
dard model for simulating plasticity. With the additional features provided by
MAT_24 make MAT_03 largely obsolete for this application. MAT_40 (Non-
linear Orthotropic) is not stable, and is not recommended for use by the LS-
DYNA user guide. MAT_89 (Plasticity Polymer) is again similar to MAT_24
except that it was developed for materials with a less distinct yield point. This
model intern requires additional parameters from physical testing. MAT_89
is excluded because its functionality can be replicated using MAT_24. If
MAT_24 is found to be the most suitable material model MAT_89 would be
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evaluated in more detail. MAT_24, though able to capture the plasticity in
the material well, cannot account for the orthotropic nature of the material.
The remaining models, MAT_34 (Fabric) and MAT_108 (Orthotropic
Elastic Plastic), can capture both material plasticity and the orthotropic na-
ture of the weave architecture. Both materials can be calibrated using simple
physical tests. MAT_34 was developed for the use with the airbag inﬂation
models and gives additional parameters for airbag permeability as well as the
addition of a liner and material coating. The results of uni-axial tensile tests
in the material MD and CD are assigned as stress-strain curves (2nd Piola-
Kirchoﬀ, Green-Lagrange) to the material primary and secondary direction.
MAT_108 is an orthotropic elastic plastic material with an anistropic yield
criterion. MAT_108 is capable of capturing plasticity in two orthonormal ma-
terial directions with plasticity dependent on the material bi-axial tensile state.
MAT_34 was excluded from testing even though it is more commonly used for
airbag type structures and has more advanced material options because there
was no eﬀective mechanism of accounting for the change in material response
due to bi-axial loading. MAT_108 was selected as the most likely candidate for
replicating the material response of homogenised plain-woven polypropylene.
A recurring problem is encountered when using constitutive material mod-
els in that they have diﬃculty capturing the unload path of the material. The
measured response clearly indicates that the material stiﬀness when unloading
is diﬀerent from the stiﬀness when loading even at low strain rates. Practically
this presents as an over-prediction of the force required to maintain a given
elongation during the unload phase of a cycle test.
NOTE: Dubois and Forsberg (2013) have recently proposed a parame-
ter identiﬁcation method for MAT_34_FABRIC that can capture the strain
stiﬀening eﬀect of woven materials under bi-axial loads. If this method works
for the material considered here, MAT_34 will be the better material choice
for the homogenised material. MAT_34 gives access to element formulations
optimised for use with gas inﬂation models. This is included at future work.
5.3.2 Non-Continuous Material Models
An alternative to using continuous material models is to create a hybrid el-
ement model such as those used by Apedo et al. (2010) and Brueggert and
Tanov (2002). Here conventional continuum elements are combined to give a
net characteristic that is representative of the overall material response. Con-
ventional shell elements can be combined with a cable or beam network to pro-
duce an element that is orthotropic and accounts for material shear. Boisse
et al. (2008) compares discrete, continuous and semi discrete approaches to
modelling woven materials and concludes that in general tow overlap points
don't shift relative to each other. This means that the tow overlap points can
be represented by merged node connections between warp and weft ﬁbres in
the numerical model without much loss in accuracy.
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The hybrid element model adds four 1D elements to a conventional four-
node 2D quadrilateral element to provide stiﬀness to the element. The new
hybrid element still has only four nodes but makes use of ﬁve elements. The
quadrilateral element is required for inﬂation using the airbag inﬂation models
available in LS-DYNA and provides some shear stiﬀness that improves model
stability.
Cable, beam and discrete spring elements were investigated as stiﬀening
members for the hybrid element. When cable and beam elements are created
using MAT_24 the load-elongation curves in the material MD and CD can
be exactly matched when the sample is being loaded. When the sample is
unloaded the hybrid element over-predicts the stiﬀness of the material.
Using a non-linear discrete spring element proved far more successful at
capturing the material unload characteristic of woven polypropylene. The
chosen hybrid element makes use of a quadrilateral element with a conven-
tional isotropic elastic material model with a relatively low stiﬀness and four
discrete non-linear spring elements using MAT_S06. The non-linear spring
model provides the ability to deﬁne independent non-linear load and unload
load-elongation curves to exactly match the response of the tested material.
Unfortunately this comes at the expense of generality for the hybrid element.
With the load-unload curve being deﬁned instead of a stress-strain relation-
ship every diﬀerent size element will require a diﬀerent load-elongation curve
deﬁnition. This is not a problem for general simulations of inﬂatable dunnage
bags because the mesh is typically consistent.
5.4 Equivalent Numerical Swatch Tests
The physical test presented in chapter 4 subjected a cruciform sample with a
100 x 100 mm central area of interest to bi-axial edge displacement as shown
in ﬁgure 5.1. The equivalent numerical model is a simple 4 node unit cell rep-
resenting a 50 x 50 mm square patch of material. Here the assumption is made
that there are two perpendicular symmetry planes at the centre of the physical
sample allowing the numerical sample to be split in four along those two lines.
The model for a single shell element is shown in ﬁgure 5.2, where node 1 is
fully constrained and the motions of nodes 2 and 4 are inhibited in the y and
x directions respectively. The swatch is subjected to a forced displacement
in the x and y directions matching the maximum CD and MD elongations
recorded in physical testing. The edges are then returned to the point where
the material is no longer loaded avoiding the portion of the simulation that
would include wrinkling.
Two candidate materials selected for parametrization each have diﬀerent
parameters. MAT_108 is an orthotropic elastic-plastic material property suit-
able for use with shell elements. In this case the numerical equivalent model
discussed above makes use of only one fully integrated shell element.
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Figure 5.1: Bi-axial loading of a cruciform sample
Figure 5.2: Loads and boundary conditions for 4 node unit cell model to replicate
the material test
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The hybrid spring-shell element equivalent model is similar to that of the
MAT_108 model, but material stiﬀness is provided as a series of 4 non-linear
springs referencing MAT_S06. In this case the properties of the shell element
are such that it is compliant relative to the springs, providing little stiﬀness.
MAT_S06 allows the software user to deﬁne separate load and unload curves
for each spring. Two springs are calibrated to the MD response, connecting
nodes 1-4 & 2-3, and two springs are calibrated to match the CD response
connecting nodes 1-2 & 3-4.
Once the materials have been calibrated these models are checked for ro-
bustness through mesh reﬁnement where the number of elements is increased
ﬁrst to four then sixteen while ensuring that the load displacement response
of the numerical simulation is maintained.
5.4.1 MAT_108 Material Model Parameters
MAT_108 is an orthotropic elastic-plastic material that makes use of an
anisotropic yield criterion. Two orthotropic elastic moduli are used to de-
scribe the material response before yield and a nominal eﬀective stress versus
eﬀective plastic strain curve is required for the post-yield characteristics of
the material. The nominal stress-strain curve is manipulated by the yield pa-
rameters to calculate the equivalent stress (σeq) in the material under various
loads.
σeq =
√
F (σ22 − σ33)2 +G(σ33 − σ11)2 +H(σ11 − σ22)2 (5.4.1)
+2Lσ223 + 2Mσ
2
31 + 2Nσ
2
12 (5.4.2)
Where F,G,H,L,M and N are constants normally obtained from testing,
deﬁned as
F =
1
2
(
1
R222
+
1
R233
− 1
R211
)
L =
3
2R223
(5.4.3)
G =
1
2
(
1
R233
+
1
R211
− 1
R222
)
M =
3
2R213
(5.4.4)
H =
1
2
(
1
R211
+
1
R222
− 1
R233
)
N =
3
2R231
(5.4.5)
The yield criteria, Rij, are deﬁned as follows where σ0 is the nominal stress in
the element and σ¯ij is the stress in each material direction.
R11 =
σ¯11
σ0
R22 =
σ¯22
σ0
R33 =
σ¯33
σ0
(5.4.6)
R23 =
σ¯12
τ0
R13 =
σ¯23
τ0
R31 =
σ¯31
τ0
(5.4.7)
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For the purpose of this model the σ0 parameter is not required. The variable
parameters for this material are listed in table 5.1, two elastic moduli, one shear
modulus, four yield parameters and three parameters relating to the nominal
eﬀective stress-strain curve. The decision was made to go with a simple bi-
linear curve for the nominal eﬀective stress-strain. This was done because the
material model produces load curves for the primary and secondary material
directions that are scaled versions of the nominal curve. The diﬀerence between
the two load curves is that the onset of plasticity occurs at diﬀerent points for
each direction. Essentially both curves must have the same shape proﬁle.
Results from physical testing show that the character of the load curves for
the material MD and CD are very diﬀerent. If a more complex curve is ﬁtted
the response in one direction can be improved, but the response in the other
direction becomes less representative. To simplify the model it was assumed
that since the MD elongation is much lower than the CD elongation that the
MD material can be represented by a linear elastic response only while the CD
response includes a non-linear plastic component. In order to force the MD
response to remain elastic the yield point in this direction is set beyond the
expected stress range for this material.
The nominal stress-strain curve itself is formed using eﬀective stress values
at two ﬁxed eﬀective strain values. The strain recovery points are then multi-
plied by a factor that sets the strain range to an appropriate size. Using this
parametrization MAT_108 requires ten parameters.
Table 5.1: Material parameters for MAT_108 material model
Parameter Description
E11 Elastic modulus in 11-direction
E22 Elastic modulus in 22-direction
G12 Shear modulus in 12-direction
R11 Yield criteria parameter
R22 Yield criteria parameter
R33 Yield criteria parameter
R12 Yield criteria parameter
σ1 First stress point in nominal stress-strain curve
σ2 Second stress point in nominal stress-strain curve
Scale Strain scale factor for nominal stress-strain curve
Figure 5.3 shows the parametrized four node element for the MAT_108
model.
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Figure 5.3: MAT_108 element with four nodes and two material directions
5.4.2 Hybrid Element Material Model Parameters
MAT_S06 requires two curves as input, separate force-elongation curves for
the loading and unloading of the spring. Arbitrary load and unload curves can
be set for the material MD and CD. Though this model does not directly take
into account tow interaction due to bi-axial loading it is somewhat accounted
for by Poisson's ratio of the isotropic shell. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show how the
load and unload curves for MAT_S06 have been parametrized.
The curve for loading is deﬁned with ten parameters that deﬁne the force-
elongation curve. There are eight force parameters, one elongation parameter
and one scale factor for elongation.This is a similar conﬁguration as the one
used for the stress-strain curve in the MAT_108 model. The force-elongation
curve comprises of eight points, one of which has both force and elongation
components. This is because the observed material response appears to be
somewhat bi-linear and there is a lot of advantage to having a point directly
at the point of change. The remaining forces are at ﬁxed, evenly distributed
intervals. The ﬁrst nine parameters are used to change the shape of the curve
and the tenth, the elongation scale factor, is used to stretch the curve to its
best ﬁt.
The unloading curve is similarly constructed to the loading curve and has
six force parameters, one elongation parameter and one elongation scale factor.
A description of all the hybrid element parameters is given in table 5.2. There
are a total of 44 parameters in the hybrid element material. Considerably
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Figure 5.4: Parametrized Load-elongation curve under loading for a non-linear
spring MAT_S06
Figure 5.5: Parametrized Load-elongation curve when unloading for a non-linear
spring MAT_S06
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more than for the MAT_108 model.
Table 5.2: Material parameters for hybrid element material model
Parameter Description
LCDF01 to F08 Force Component for CD loading
LCDD01 Elongation Component for CD loading
LCDScaleE Scale factor for elongation for CD loading
UCDF01 to F06 Force Component for CD unloading
UCDD01 Elongation Component for CD unloading
UCDScaleE Scale factor for elongation for CD unloading
LMDF01 to F08 Force Component for MD loading
LMDD01 Elongation Component for MD loading
LMDScaleE Scale factor for elongation for MD loading
UMDF01 to F06 Force Component for MD unloading
UMDD01 Elongation Component for MD unloading
UMDScaleE Scale factor for elongation for MD unloading
Figure 5.6 shows the parametrized four node element for the the hybrid
element model.
5.5 Parameter Mapping Using LS-OPT
For each of the two candidate materials the optimization problem works the
same way. In each case the optimizer is asked to run the equivalent numerical
swatch model with given parameter values and extract histories for the load
applied to each edge of the numerical swatch and the displacement of each
edge of the swatch. The x- and y-forces are the sum of forces applied in
the x and y directions at nodes 2 & 3 and 4 & 3 respectively. x- and y-
displacements are recorded at nodes 2 and 4 respectively, see ﬁgure 5.2. The
software then cross-plots the load-time and displacement-time curves in the x-
and y-directions to generate two load-elongation curves for the MD and CD.
The load-elongation curves generated by LS-DYNA are then compared to those
selected in ﬁgure 4.23. The optimizer is tasked with minimizing the diﬀerence
between the response curves produced by LS-DYNA and the response curved
generated in physical tests, by varying the parameters deﬁned in the LS-DYNA
models.
The optimizer selected is LS-OPT (Stander et al. (2012)) which is an in-
tegrated optimizer for LS-DYNA. The inverse problem described above was
solved using a genetic algorithm as a direct method using the curve match-
ing metric described by Witowski et al. (2011). The method described by
Witowski et al. (2011) delivers a single value describing the area between two
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Figure 5.6: Hybrid element with four nodes and two material directions. Four
springs are attached to a four node membrane element, two springs for the MD
material response and two springs for the CD response
curves. This method has been recommended over the traditional least squares
method because of its superior ability to deal with curves that double back on
themselves as the load-elongation curves do here.
This allows the following optimization problem to be formulated.
MINIMIZE : f(X) = W1 +W2 (5.5.1)
(5.5.2)
Where W1 is the area between the tested material CD load-elongation re-
sponse and the simulated load-elongation response. Similarly W2 is the area
between the tested material MD load-elongation response and the simulated
load-elongation response. X are the parameters speciﬁed for each material
model discussed in sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2.
A preliminary trial and error process is used to deﬁne the starting val-
ues for each parameter. Here LS-OPT is used as a model builder, scheduler
and post processor to streamline the evaluation of the curve comparison, ﬁg-
ure 5.7. During the trial and error phase on optimisation is performed. The
user changes the variable values in LS-OPT which in turn makes the required
changes to the LS-DYNA input deck and runs the simulation. LS-OPT then
imports the results and plots the load-elongation curve in the MD and CD and
displays them on a graph with the curve recorded during physical testing. The
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relative size and shape of the curves is then used to evaluate the parameter
values. New values are input and the process is repeated until starting values
have been found for each parameter.
Figure 5.7: Trial and error approach to ﬁnding parameter ranges
Once the initial values are found LS-OPT is used to run a genetic algorithm
to ﬁnd the optimum parameter values for each model, ﬁgure 5.8. The genetic
algorithm runs 300 generations with a population of 150 for the hybrid element
material and a population of 50 for the MAT_108 material.
5.6 Numerical Material Response Results
LS-OPT models were created and run for both the MAT_108 and hybrid
element models and the robustness of the results was conﬁrmed through mesh
reﬁnement. The resulting load-elongation curves for each model are presented
below. Each model is calibrated to a speciﬁc load path and the eﬀects of
over and under loading are not directly modelled, these are rather evaluated
in terms of how well they maintain the general trends associated with the
calibrated model.
5.6.1 MAT_108 Material Response Results
When working with MAT_108 several problems arise. MAT_108 requires
both the primary and secondary material responses to be of similar shape.
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Figure 5.8: Finding optimal parameter values with LS-OPT
This is because both material responses share a common stress-strain refer-
ence curve. With this in mind it was decided that the CD response would
be the focus of the material calibration. This is done by weighting the CD
response more heavily than the MD response in the objective function for the
optimization loop. With this philosophy the MD response was made purely
elastic. This is a reasonable assumption since the MD material did not un-
dergo as much plastic deformation in physical testing as the CD material, and
as such is expected to play a smaller role in the overall geometric change caused
by loading.
Figure 5.9 shows the material response of the physical bi-axial testing of
cruciform samples as seen in ﬁgure 4.23 and the response of the numerical
replica of that test that makes use of MAT_108. It is seen that the response
of the numerical model is similar to that of the physical test for the loading
of the material in the CD, but does not capture either the unload response in
the CD nor the load or unload responses in the MD.
Figure 5.10 shows the eﬀect of increasing or decreasing the maximum strain
on the element by 25 %. This is done to get an idea of how the material re-
sponds outside it's calibrated range. Again the material maintains the general
trend associated with the median curve.
5.6.2 Hybrid Element Material Response Results
The results generated for the hybrid element material are shown in ﬁgure 5.11.
Here it can be seen that the material model captures all key components of
the load-elongation curve generated in the bi-axial tensile test. Both the load
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Figure 5.9: Optimised load-elongation curve for numerical swatch with MAT_108
material. MD and CD response for the numerical equivalent model (solid lines) and
the physical test results (- lines)
and unload curves have been matched. The model is capable of capturing
the diﬀerent MD and CD trends and the degree of plastic deformation is well
captured.
Figure 5.12 shows the results of two simulations used to compare the load-
unload trend of a model using the best parameter results shown above when the
maximum elongation in each direction is ﬁrst increased by 25 % then decreased
by 25 % from the elongation at the design point. This is a concern because
there are parts of the material that may be loaded to a lower strain state or due
to material wrinkling go beyond the range over which the numerical material
model has been calibrated. It can be seen that the material model is stable in
both cases with the general shape of the curves being maintained.
5.7 Material Model Evaluation and Selection
When considering the selection of which material model to proceed with three
main items are considered: the accuracy of the material response, the compu-
tational requirements of the model and the robustness of the model.
In terms of accurately replicating the material response the hybrid element
models is greatly superior to that of MAT_108. The hybrid element model
accurately captures both the loading and unloading characteristic of the woven
polypropylene material. MAT_108 can be adapted in such a way that a more
accurate material response can be obtained under loading. For some materials
the material response under loading can be comparably accurate to that of
the hybrid element model. There is however a problem in that MAT_108 is
restrictive in it's unloading response. MAT_108 is only capable of a constant
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Figure 5.10: Load-elongation curves for optimised MAT_108 material swatch with
increased and decreased maximum elongation. The maximum elongation is increased
or decreased by 25 % from the elongation at the design point
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Figure 5.11: Optimised load-elongation curve for numerical swatch with hybrid
element material. MD and CD response for the numerical equivalent model (solid
lines) and the physical test results (- lines)
slope unload curve, not representative of the curve measured during materials
testing.
With regards to both computational requirements and robustness MAT_108
is superior. For a comparable number of elements a model constructed using
the hybrid element material will require on average 10-15 times more time to
solve than a model using MAT_108. In terms of robustness, MAT_108 has
the advantage that the material is the same irrespective of the size and shape
of the elements used to construct a bag model. Unlike MAT_108 the hybrid
element model requires a diﬀerent load-elongation curve for each element of a
diﬀerent length. In a simple bag model this can be easily implemented, but
if more complex geometries are investigated, or if shape optimization is at-
tempted the number of load curves required to deﬁne each individual spring
will become impractical.
With the accuracy, computational requirement and robustness of the ma-
terial models in mind both options should be selected for use depending on
the requirement of the ﬁnal full model. If an accurate unload characteristic is
required then the hybrid element model is required. Though the accuracy of
the MAT_108 model is reasonable under loading-only cases.
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Figure 5.12: Load-elongation curves for optimised hybrid element material swatch
with increased and decreased maximum elongation. The maximum elongation is
increased or decreased by 25 % from the elongation at the design point
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Chapter 6
Inﬂation Methods for Dunnage
Bag Simulation
Inﬂatable dunnage bags are inﬂated with compressed air to a desired working
pressure. In earlier dunnage bag research the compressible nature of air was
not considered. Instead a pressure load was applied to the inside surface of
the bag. This method is simple and suitable for investigations where the void
size is static. Even though the method is simple, care should be taken when
applying a pressure load to a large ﬂat surface to avoid unwanted dynamic
eﬀects. The drawback of using a pressure load is that the pressure in the
numerical dunnage bag is not dependent on the void size. That is if the
numerical model is subjected to a void reduction the pressure in the bag will
remain at the value set by the pressure load.
6.1 Inﬂation Models in Literature
A desired outcome for this project is that the compression of the inﬂation
medium be considered such that the rise in pressure caused by a reduction in
void size is captured. The system to be replicated has a dunnage bag inﬂated
to a desired working pressure by a ﬁxed mass of gas. Once the initial inﬂation
is completed that mass should remain the same. As the void is reduced the
pressure in the bag will increase. Therefore, in order for the model to simulate
operation of a dunnage bag the compressible nature of the inﬂation media
must be considered. The research ﬁeld closest to inﬂatable dunnage bags with
this regard is that of automotive airbags.
Airbags are similar in that they are made from soft ﬂexible materials that
are supported by a full gas volume. In the case of airbags the gas volume serves
two purposes, it is the mechanism through which the airbag is deployed and
provides the resistance to impact required of the deployed device. Dunnage
bags also require an inﬂation medium to deploy, but unlike airbags the strength
of the stiﬀness of the system is derived from the preloaded material, not PV -
77
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Work in the gas.
Airbags have additional features not seen in dunnage bag simulations.
Airbags are inﬂated through combustion that produces the inﬂation medium.
The temperature of the inﬂation gas is important in simulations to determine
the restraining force provided by the bag. Airbags are also designed with gas
vents and the material itself is typically porous to allow gas to escape after the
initial impact in order to reduce the likelihood of a vehicle occupant suﬀocating
in the now deployed safety system.
A key diﬀerence between the operating conditions of airbags and dunnage
bags is the rate of deployment and the duration of operation. Airbag deploy-
ment happens on the milli-second scale while it takes several minutes to inﬂate
a dunnage bag. Airbags are designed to function for a few seconds while dun-
nage bags can be in operation for up to a month. This diﬀerence in operation
duration becomes important in simulations because the recommended explicit
solvers become very computationally expensive when long operation times are
of interest.
Automotive airbags are rapidly deployed restraining devices designed to
reduce the speed of impact experienced by a vehicle occupant in a collision.
A slower impact produces less peak energy and consequently less damage and
reduces the risk of serious injury. Due to the nature of airbag rapid deploy-
ment, simulations are focused on matching deployment rate, deployed geom-
etry and energy transfer rate. Several techniques exist to perform this type
of simulation, some of which have been developed with the capability to anal-
yse so-called 'out-of-position impacts', which requires an accurate deployment
simulation.
There are three main methods commonly used to model the inﬂation of
airbags. These methods include the airbags being inﬂated by a constant pres-
sure over the inner surface deﬁned by a control volume, excluding the dynamics
of any internal gas; modelling both the ﬂuid ﬂow and the structure in a coupled
analysis know as the Arbitrary-Lagrange-Euler approach; and modelling the
structure of the bag with conventional ﬁnite elements and inﬂating the model
using a particle representation of the ﬂuid known as a corpuscular method.
The overlap between airbags and dunnage bags is the inﬂation, during
which both undergo massive deﬂection. For the most part, airbag inﬂation
simulations are done using explicit ﬁnite element methods. High inﬂation of
thin membranes has diﬃculty converging due to the Newton-Raphson method
applied by implicit solvers. This is exacerbated in the presence of large shear
areas as seen in inﬂation of square pillow shaped dunnage bags. The drawback
of explicit FEM is that it is only conditionally stable with the assumption
that if the time-step remains below a critical value the simulation will be
representative of the physical problem. No energy balance is performed as
part of the solution algorithm, without which the error in each iteration is
compounded. Explicit methods are used because they run quickly, allow for
better parallelization, and the simulation method is stable even when large
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deformations occur.
Explicit solvers such as LS-DYNA are the recommended ﬁnite element
solvers for modelling the inﬂation of thin shell or membrane structures. This
class of tension structure is prone to wrinkling and when wrinkling occurs
the body undergoes an apparent rigid body movement that could cause an
implicit analysis to terminate, see Suhey et al. (2005). A similar eﬀect is
observed when the period of the wrinkle changes. Wrinkling is a multi-scale
phenomenon that is dependent on the tension state of the material as well as
the relative density of the material and surrounding media. As the tension in
the membrane increases a point is reached where a wrinkle changes period to
drop to a lower energy state causing the apparent rigid motion.
An additional beneﬁt of using LS-DYNA is that the code has an extensive
list of methods developed for airbags through decades of commercially backed
research.
Two examples of particular interest are that of Brueggert and Tanov (2002)
and Hirth et al. (2007). Brueggert and Tanov (2002) investigated the use of
LS-DYNA to model an automotive airbag. The airbag they investigated is used
to protect passengers from side impact. This type of airbag has an inﬂating
bladder covered with a loosely woven fabric. The fabric serves to reduce the
eﬀective length of the airbag as the contained volume is increased. In this case,
the loosely woven fabric is used as a mechanism to change the geometry of the
airbag. Brueggert and Tanov (2002) made use of a user-deﬁned subroutine
that accounts for the material properties of the woven covering.
Hirth et al. (2007) followed the development of airbag simulation tools in
LS-DYNA. The paper gives an overview of the three main methods used in
LS-DYNA to model airbags, namely the uniform pressure technique (UP),
Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eularian approach (ALE) and the newly developed cor-
puscular method (CP).
The UP technique is the simplest and fastest airbag inﬂation method. This
method assumes that a pressure is applied uniformly to the inner surface of
the airbag. This method produces reliable fully inﬂated shapes for airbags,
but falls short of accurately representing their shape during the interim stages
of inﬂation. These interim stages are used to analyse out-of-position impacts,
which are impacts that occur before the airbag is fully deployed. Another
shortfall of the UP technique is that it does not automatically take into con-
sideration the volumetric eﬀects of the gas contained by the bag. Simply put,
if the bag is inﬂated fully and is then impacted by a body, the change in vol-
ume and geometry of the airbag will have no eﬀect on the pressure within the
airbag. Volumetric eﬀects can be included by using the hybrid-airbag methods
shipped with LS-DYNA or a control volume method that uses an equation of
state to account for the varying internal pressure.
The ALE approach requires the use of a coupled Eularian, Lagragian mesh.
The ﬁnite element approach typically uses a Lagrangian mesh while computa-
tional ﬂuid dynamics uses an Eulerian mesh. A Lagrangian mesh representing
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the structure is submerged in an Eulerian mesh representing the gas. The
Lagrange mesh is free to move in the Eularian mesh and the two systems are
coupled. In the ALE approach, both mesh types are used to represent the
problem. An Eulerian mesh is used to model the ﬂuid and a Lagrangian mesh
is used to model the structure. The outer edges of the structure are deﬁned as
dynamic boundaries to the Eulerian mesh using a penalty method, whereby
the ﬂow of material across that boundary is resisted. The force required to
maintain that boundary in the Eulerian mesh is then calculated and applied
to the Lagrangian mesh. When the structure is deformed, a new boundary is
deﬁned in the Eulerian mesh and the process is repeated.
Compared to the uniform pressure approach, the interim inﬂation shapes
are more accurate, the volumetric eﬀects of the contained gas can be accounted
for, and the action of ﬂow into the airbag can be simulated. This method does,
however, require many more elements than the uniform pressure technique and
as such requires far more processing time. The ALE method has also been
found to be less suitable for tightly folded or close packed airbags because in
order to capture the ﬂuid ﬂow correctly there needs to be a number of Eularian
elements between the structures of the bag. This requires a large number of
small elements adding to the computational burden of this approach.
The ﬁnal method discussed is the CP method of airbag deployment. This
method stems from the idea that the airbag is being inﬂated by molecules of
gas that collide with the surface material of the airbag. The sheer number
of molecules contained by an airbag precludes modelling them individually.
Typically gases are modelled as a continuum, but this does not represent the
physics of the problem. CP methods rather lump the properties of the gas
molecules together and simulates the movement of the resulting larger parti-
cles. In this way, the number of elements simulated becomes manageable. The
theory of corpuscular method methods is described by Wang (2010).
The advantage of the CP method over the ALE approach is speed. The
CP method is much faster than the ALE approach and more accurate in some
test cases. The speed diﬀerence between a CP or particle and ALE approach
can be further enhanced by the degree to which explicit particle methods can
be parallelized. The CP method also has an increased ability to model an
airbag that has been tightly folded. Using the ALE approach, there must be
elements deﬁned between two sides of the airbag in its folded state. Using CP
methods the gas mesh can penetrate voids inside the airbag where no mesh
was initially deﬁned.
Lee et al. (2009) investigated how to validate a numerical model of an
airbag. The results of physical bag tests are compared visually with the results
of numerical simulation at various points during inﬂation. Images taken with
a high speed camera are overlaid with a grid, and a similar grid is placed over
scaled images from numerical tests. The grids are then used to compare the
shape of the two bags at that point in the inﬂation process.
Airbag study has lead to the development of many tools to evaluate inﬂa-
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tion. A short-falling of the previous dunnage bag model, Venter (2011), was
that it did not have the capability to easily simulate the volumetric eﬀects
of the air contained in the bag. From the discussion by Hirth et al. (2007),
the use of control volume, ALE and CP methods for inﬂation will add those
characteristics. With the inclusion of the volumetric eﬀects of the contained
gas, the dunnage bag model can be expanded to include dynamic testing of the
models and at a later stage the inﬂation from folding of the bags for specialist
applications.
6.2 Modelling of Air Volume for Dunnage Bags
The hybrid airbag model available in LS-DYNA was selected for the numerical
simulation of a dunnage bag. This model makes use of a control volume deﬁned
by the user through a parts list. The user must ensure that the shell normals
all point out of the control volume. The software then detects and calculates
the internal volume of the bag. The inﬂation model requires the mass of air
in the bag at each point in time. This is deﬁned through a curve for the
rate at which mass is put into the control volume over time, ﬁgure 6.1. The
software automatically calculates the volume of the deﬁned control volume.
The inﬂation gas makes use of simple gas properties, shown in table 6.1, and
the Ideal Gas Law to calculate the pressure in the bag using the calculated
volume and mass of the gas in the bag. This pressure is then applied to each
element in the next time-step. This process is repeated each time step.
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Figure 6.1: Dunnage bag mass inﬂation rate over time. A two phase inﬂation
model is used. An initial inﬂation to working pressure, the pressure is held static
while the void is cycled, then the bag is inﬂated to burst
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Table 6.1: Properties for air
Property Value
Mass 1.04 kg
Cp 1004 J
kg
K
Cv 717 J
kg
K
T 300 K
Air density 1.164 kg
m3
As an illustration of this inﬂation method, a 48 × 102 inch (1.219 x 2.59 m)
level 3/4 bag is modelled in a parallel void, of 305 mm. The dunnage bag is
inﬂated by deﬁning the mass input to the bag using the mass rate over time
curve shown above. Figure 6.2 shows the mass in the bag over the inﬂation
time. The bag is gradually inﬂated to 1.30 kg and the mass is then kept
constant for 10 ms, allowing all numerical dynamic eﬀects to die out. This
mass of air was selected because it generates a pressure of 170 kPa (abs),
where the desired relative pressure is 70 kPa when the ambient pressure is
100 kPa. The mass of air required to produce a speciﬁc desired pressure is not
initially known, as it depends on the volume of the contained gas. The volume
is dependent on the material strain, which is dependent on the pressure in the
bag. LS-OPT is used again to minimise the diﬀerence between the pressure
resulting from the simulation and a desired pressure by varying the mass of
air used to inﬂate the bag. These models make use of time scaling to reduce
the computational cost of each simulation, further details of the time scaling
are given in chapter 7.
Figure 6.2: Dunnage bag inﬂation mass over time
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If the void is then decreased from 305 to 200 mm from time 20 ms to
25 ms, without any additional air pumped into the bag, the internal volume
should decrease, while the internal pressure, gas energy and restraining force
should increase. Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the contained volume and absolute
pressure of the air in the bag over time. These ﬁgures show that as the void
is decreased the contained volume of the air decreases and the pressure in the
bag increases. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the PV -energy or internal energy of
the gas and the restraining load generated by the inﬂated bag over time. Both
the internal energy and the restraining load increases as the void decreases.
The restraining load increases more rapidly than either the internal pressure
or the internal energy.
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Figure 6.3: Dunnage bag volume over time
The alternative methods using ALE and CP methods are both more com-
putationally expensive, and with the quasi static dynamic loading that the
model is subjected to there is no need to capture the internal gas dynamics
or the intermediary inﬂated shapes of the bag. The data shows that the use
of a hybrid airbag model that makes use of a ﬁxed mass of air and the ideal
gas law captures all the desired features of an air ﬁlled dunnage bag and is
suitable for use in this numerical model.
6.3 Comparison of Mass Inﬂation and Simple
Surface Pressure Methods
Previous models make use of a pressure load applied to the inside of the bag.
The new airbag model with the same pressure should produce the same result
as the pressure inﬂation model. Figure 6.7 compares the inﬂated shapes and
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Figure 6.5: Dunnage bag gas energy over time
the eﬀective stress for a standard bag in a 305 mm void inﬂated to 70 kPa.
It can be seen that the results are the same. The gas inﬂation model and
a conventional pressure load can be interchanged depending on the desired
outcome of the simulation. If only the loading phase is required then a pressure
load is suitable but if a dynamic load is required then the use of the airbag
inﬂation model is recommended.
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Figure 6.6: Dunnage bag restraining force over time
(a) Gas inﬂation model (b) Pressure load
Figure 6.7: Inﬂated shape of a dunnage bag using gas inﬂation and simple pressure
load
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Chapter 7
Test Case for the Full Model
So far each of the components required to build a complete dunnage bag model
have been identiﬁed and evaluated, but the full model has not been described.
This chapter covers the details of the numerical model of a full-scale dunnage
bag, used to evaluate and validate the proposed numerical prototype. The
evaluation of the full dunnage bag numerical prototype model starts with the
selection of a test case, followed by physical testing of dunnage bags accord-
ing to the test case then the replication of the test case using the numerical
prototype. Details of the numerical prototype are also included.
7.1 AAR Test for Pneumatic Dunnage
It was decided to evaluate the numerical prototype with reference to an in-
dustry standard test. The industry partner for this research (Stopak Pty) has
recommended that the `Product Performance Proﬁle for Pneumatic Dunnage'
published by the Association of American Railroads, AAR (2004), AAR (2012)
be used for this purpose. This test standard is a simple pass/fail test for certi-
ﬁcation of pneumatic dunnage for use on rail-roads in the USA. This test will
be replicated in physical testing using a large hydraulic press and numerically
using the material models and gas inﬂation model described in chapters 5 and
6.
The AAR performance proﬁle for pneumatic dunnage covers three areas of
consideration for certiﬁcation: application, performance level and performance
measures. It is noted that the AAR certiﬁcation is performed with physical
tests only and only on a standard 48 x 102 inch (2590.8 x 1219.2 mm) dunnage
bag.
7.1.1 Applications for Pneumatic Dunnage
The AAR test deﬁnes two principal applications for pneumatic dunnage. Dun-
nage bags can be used either as lateral void ﬁllers or lengthwise void ﬁllers.
86
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In lateral voids dunnage bags are used to press goods against the sides of the
container, perpendicular to the traveling direction of the vehicle. In length-
wise deployment the dunnage bag is used to restrain goods against fore/aft
movement in the container. Dunnage bags used as lengthwise void ﬁllers are
typically subjected to greater operational loads. Dunnage bags used as void
ﬁllers require the the following attributes:
 Lateral void ﬁller
 Must be capable of maintaining 0.5 to 3.0 psig (3.44 to 20 kPa
gauge) in voids from 4 to 12 in (101 to 305 mm).
 Must not leak or lose signiﬁcant air pressure.
 Must meet minimum burst strength requirement of 8 psig (55.15 kPa
gauge).
 Lengthwise void ﬁller
 Must be capable of maintaining 5.0 to 8.0 psig (34.4 to 55.15 kPa
gauge) in voids from 4 to 12 in (101 to 305 mm).
 Must not leak or lose signiﬁcant air pressure.
 Must meet minimum burst strength requirement of 17 to 30 psig
(117.21 to 206.84 kPa gauge).
7.1.2 Performance Levels for Pneumatic Dunnage
Five performance levels are deﬁned by the AAR and reproduced in table 7.1.
The performance levels deﬁne the suitable applications and maximum cargo
weight it can restrain.
Table 7.1: AAR performance level application guide
Performance Application
Level
Level 1 Lateral voids, primarily in inter-modal loads
Level 2 Lengthwise voids with loads up to 75 000 lbs (34 020 kg)
Level 3 Lengthwise voids with loads up to 16 0000 lbs (72 575 kg)
Level 4 Lengthwise voids with loads up to 205 000 lbs (92 986 kg)
Level 5 Lengthwise voids with loads up to 205 000 lbs (92 986 kg)
and horizontal applications in approved roll paper
loading methods.
On the request of the industry partner involved in this porject, all testing
will be performed on a level 3/4 dunnage bag in a parallel void. Level 3/4
bags are designed to be suitable for both level 3 and 4 application.
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7.1.3 Performance Measures for Pneumatic Dunnage
The performance of level 2-5 dunnage bags is measured according to the results
of three sequential tests: a leak test, a cyclic test and a burst test. The
standard for certiﬁcation is to make use of ten samples.
Part A: Leak Test
All ten samples are inﬂated into a 12 inches (305 mm) void to the required
pressure in table 7.2 and held for 19 days. At the end of the 19 days no
individual bag may have lost more than 1 psig (6.89 kPa) and the standard
deviation for all ten samples cannot be more than 0.15 psig (1.03 kPa).
Part B: Cyclic Test
Five samples from part A are then randomly selected for dynamic testing. For
the dynamic testing the bag is inﬂated in a 12 inches (305 mm) void to the
pressure listed for part A. The bag is then loaded a minimum of 10 times with
the load described in table 7.2 for part B. The sample should not burst and
the ﬁnal pressure in the bag once returned to the 12 inches void should be
within 10 % of the initial pressure. A full cycle is performed in 0.4 seconds.
Part C: Burst Test
At the completion of the dynamic test in part B, each of the ﬁve bags tested in
Part B is then further inﬂated to the pressure speciﬁed in part C of table 7.2
while maintaining the 12 inches void. The bag should maintain the pressure
for at least one minute without bursting.
Table 7.2: Performance requirements for level 2 to 4 dunnage bags
Level Inﬂation Pressure Maximum Load Inﬂation Pressure
psig (kPa) lbs (N) psig (kPa)
Part A Part B Part C
Level 2 5 (34.47) 21 900 (97 416) 17 (117.21)
Level 3 8 (55.15) 46 500 (206 842) 25 (172.37)
Level 4 10 (68.95) 59 600 (265 114) 30 (206.84)
NOTE: As of January 1st 2012 Part B of the 2004 performance proﬁle has
been excluded. The load method used by the AAR which required that a bag
be loaded to a set load at high speed was found to deliver no useful results.
The test was initially included in an attempt to replicate the load seen by a
dunnage bag during a typical shunting operation, a high speed operation. The
2004 AAR standard test, however, did not capture the displacements observed
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during the shunting operation. During shunting the dunnage bag void can be
reduced from 12 to 4 inches, an 8 inch void reduction, while the AAR test
equipment only generated about a 1 inch void reduction. Even though they
have now been excluded from the AAR requirements, cycle testing of dunnage
bags is still a valuable test and is still performed by all major manufacturers.
However, a static equivalent cyclic test is now used. The static equivalent test
will be included in the new European standard by industry recommendation.
7.2 Proposed Modiﬁed AAR Test
The AAR tests are not all suitable for this project and can be structured
diﬀerently to be better suited for simulation. Material permeability is beyond
the scope of this project. Part A of the AAR test is a leak test and is excluded
from testing here.
Time dependent eﬀects are also beyond the scope of this project. In Part B
of the AAR test a load rate is deﬁned but will not be replicated by any eﬀect
in the numerical prototype. The modiﬁed AAR test used for this project
rather makes use of a quasi-static cycle test cycled at 0.1 Hz to exclude time
dependent eﬀects from the test data. The cycle test is also modiﬁed so that
it is no longer load controlled. The void is cycled from 305 to 200 mm and
returned to 305 mm each cycle. Static testing of dunnage bags show that a
standard size bag inﬂated to the prescribed working pressure in a 305 mm void
reaches the AAR recommended load of 59 600 lbs (265 114 N) when the void
is reduced to between 8 and 9 inches (200 to 229 mm). Eight inches being the
lower bound was chosen as the minimum cycle size for the modiﬁed AAR test.
Related to time dependencies, creep is not accounted for in this project.
Once the material in the numerical prototype model has plasticly deformed
in the ﬁrst load cycle no further plastic deformation will occur in the second
cycle. The test will as such be modiﬁed to have only a single cycle, not the
ten cycles proposed by the AAR.
In Part C of the AAR test, static inﬂation, the bag is inﬂated into a ﬁxed
305 mm void to the prescribed pressure. In the AAR test the pressure is
maintained for one minute, but as any time or rate dependent material prop-
erties are beyond the scope of this project there can be no diﬀerence in the
response over this time. Instead the proposed test procedure proceeds directly
to the inﬂation to burst stage of the test. The numerical prototype does not
directly account for material failure, so the bag will be inﬂated to a pressure
just beyond the burst range recorded in physical testing.
The modiﬁed AAR test performed for this project can then be summarized
as follows:
1. Inﬂate the bag to working pressure
2. Reduce the void from 305 to 200 mm and hold for ten seconds
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3. Return the void to 305 mm
4. Continue inﬂation until burst
In practice the 19-day leak test allows the bag to be preconditioned negating
some of the eﬀects of creep. In the 19-day leak test the bag is inﬂated to
working pressure, left for 1 hour, topped up to working pressure then left for
19 days. It has been observed that the rate of creep decreases greatly over
the ﬁrst hour and becomes nearly zero after that. All physical test samples
are preconditioned by inﬂating unconstrained bags to working pressure and
holding the samples for at least 1 hour.
7.3 Modiﬁed AAR Test Results
Ten modiﬁed AAR tests were performed on standard level 3/4 dunnage bags
using the hydraulic press at Stellenbosch University. Figure 7.1 shows repre-
sentative pressure, load and void size measurements over time for the modiﬁed
test. The three test phases can clearly be seen: inﬂation, single cycle test and
inﬂation to burst.
Figure 7.2 shows the test results over the single compression cycle in more
detail. When the void reduces the pressure in the bag increases as does the
restraining load. A loss in pressure at the apex of the cycle is observed. The
pressure drop is around 1 kPa at maximum pressure, caused by creep. Creep
occurs even in the preconditioned bags because the bags are only precondi-
tioned at their working pressure.
The average results for the modiﬁed physical tests are shown in table 7.3.
All test bags surpassed the required minimum burst pressure of 30 psig (206 kPa
relative) and, as per the test requirement, the maximum load is above 256.9 kN.
The MD (lengthwise) and CD (hoop) strains at minimum void were measured
using DIC as 4.9 % and 1.29 % respectively.
Table 7.3: Test results for modiﬁed AAR test
Cycle Burst
Start Maximum End Drop
Pressure (kPa) 70.1 144.4 62.2 7.9 237.0
StDev (kPa) 0.272 3.11 1.88 1.88 14.9
Load (kN) 115.845 307.811 101.077 14.778 459.569
StDev (kN) 2.696 10.647 4.560 3.755 37.206
Figure 7.3 shows both the load displacement and pressure displacement
curves for the cycle test. This information is useful in predicting the restraining
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Figure 7.1: Physical test results for inﬂatable dunnage bags over time, showing the
inﬂation of the bag, a single compression cycle and inﬂation to burst
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Figure 7.2: Physical test results for inﬂatable dunnage bags over time for the void
cycle only
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force produced by a dunnage bag when the void is reduced as well as identifying
how close a bag is to failure in a given void.
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Figure 7.3: Physical test results for inﬂatable dunnage bags related to void size
7.4 Numerical Equivalent Modiﬁed AAR Test
Results
The dunnage bag chosen for evaluation is a 102 x 48 in (2 590.8 x 12 19.2 mm)
level 3/4 for use in a parallel void. The bag is fabricated as a woven polypropy-
lene tube which is cut to length and stitched to form a ﬂat pillow shaped bag
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around a compliant inner bladder. This bag is designed to be used in a maxi-
mum 12 in (305 mm) void with a maximum inﬂation pressure of 10 psig (70 kPa
gauge). The modiﬁed AAR test is reproduced using a numerical model with
a representative geometry using the homogenised material properties deﬁned
in chapter 5 and the inﬂation model discussed in chapter 6. Neither the seam
nor the valve are modelled here as they do not aﬀect the ideal burst condition
for this dunnage bag. The dominant failure mode for this bag is a mid side
material failure.
7.4.1 Geometry and Meshing
Figure 7.4 shows the overall dimensions of the evaluation bag selected. Also
seen in the ﬁgure are two 200 mm overlap regions where the woven polypropy-
lene is folded back onto itself producing two double-thick sections, indicated
by the dashed lines in the ﬁgure.
Figure 7.4: Dimensions of the a level 3/4 dunnage bag. Length values are in inches
and the number of elements along each edge are shown in brackets
The bag is meshed with fully integrated membrane elements. Membrane
elements are selected because the resistance of the material to bending is very
small relative to the in-plane strength, and neither of the material models are
calibrated with bending stiﬀness in mind. The shell thickness used in all the
models is 0.23 mm, this thickness has no bearing on the material response, it is
only important to ensure that the same thickness is used in both the material
calibration and the full bag model. The density used for the woven material
is 900 kg
m3
The mesh itself has an orthonormal, two-layered construction with the
top layer deﬁning the top surface of the bag and the bottom layer the bottom
surface of the bag. The element normals are reversed on the bottom layer such
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that all the element normals point away from the central cavity as required to
deﬁne a control volume for the airbag type inﬂation.
The stitching and bag seam are not modelled here because they do not
aﬀect the pressure inside the bag which is the focus of the test case.
7.4.2 Load Case and Boundary Conditions
The dunnage bag is loaded in four phases: inﬂation, settling, compression and
burst. The bag is loaded by an internal pressure due to inﬂation and con-
strained by two analytical surfaces deﬁned for contact that does not require
any elements. These analytical surfaces represent the two parallel plates of the
test device. The bag is further constrained by two orthogonal symmetry con-
ditions to limit unwanted rigid displacement of the model. These constraints
are not required but are used for convenience.
Inﬂation
The dunnage bag inﬂation is simulated using a simple airbag model that cal-
culates a pressure load based on the mass of air and the volume of the deﬁned
control volume. Mass is injected into the control volume during the ﬁrst part
of the full simulation. Figure 7.5 shows the rate of mass inﬂation deﬁned in
the airbag model. Figure 7.6 shows the mass of the gas in the bag over time.
The pressure calculated by the airbag model is then applied to the surface of
each element. The bag is inﬂated into a static void until a desired pressure is
met. Depending on the material used the mass of air required to produce a
desired pressure will diﬀer due to varying degrees of stretch in the material.
LS-OPT is used to minimise the diﬀerence between the desired pressure and
the simulated pressure in the bag at the end of the inﬂation phase. The sim-
ulation requires that the bag be inﬂated to 170 kPa (absolute) in the initial
305 mm void.
Settling
Before and after the compression stage, the bag is left in a constant void with
no additional gas mass being added. During these phases a global numer-
ical damping attenuates any unwanted dynamic eﬀects that might produce
erroneous results. A global damping factor (V ALDAMP ) of 0.5 is applied
throughout the simulation to ensure that the system kinetic energy is suitably
low relative to the internal energy of the material. This global damping applies
a force opposing acceleration equal to V ALDAMPma, where m is the nodal
mass and a is the nodal acceleration.
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Figure 7.5: Mass inﬂation rate over time for the full bag simulation
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Figure 7.6: Inﬂation mass over time for the full bag simulation
Compression
Once the bag has been inﬂated to the desired working pressure and the kine-
matic eﬀects have dissipated, the parallel void into which the bag is inﬂated is
reduced from 305 mm to 200 mm, held there for some time and then returned
to its initial position at 305 mm. The parallel void used in this simulation
is created using a rigid wall, an artiﬁcial analytical construct in LS-DYNA
that allows the user to deﬁne a contact boundary without requiring additional
elements. The void for this problem is created using two planar rigid-walls
deﬁned parallel to each other, set apart to create the desired void size. Each
of the parallel rigid-walls is given a motion proﬁle that moves each plate closer
to the other by half the desired reduction in the void size (52.5 mm), ﬁgure 7.7.
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Figure 7.7: Motion of the rigid walls during a full bag simulation
Burst
After the compression load the bag is held to allow dynamic eﬀects to dissipate.
The mass of air in the bag is then increased until the pressure in the bag is
350 kPa (absolute) to ensure that the pressure in the numerical model exceeds
the tested burst pressure. This value is chosen because it is suﬃciently above
the average burst pressure to allow the strain in the bag to be evaluated at
the average burst pressure recorded in the full bag tests, 237 kPa (relative).
7.4.3 Model Optimization and Scaling
Though LS-DYNA is capable of simulating most kinematic and structural
events, emulating the real-world physics often requires extremely long com-
putation times. The computational time can, however, be improved in many
cases by restructuring components of the problem or making assumptions that
neglect components or the real problem. The simulation of a dunnage bag
deployment is an example of a case where components are excluded for the
sake of computational eﬃciency.
Finite element codes using explicit integration such as LS-DYNA are only
conditionally stable. The integration is stable if the time-step is kept below
some critical value, calculated by the software. When using an explicit ﬁnite
element solver the internal loads propagate through the body being analysed
over time. If the time-step used is too large the rate at which the load front
is propagated can be delayed leading to spurious results. The critical time-
step should be smaller than the minimum time a sound wave would take to
pass through the critical element, which is the element requiring the smallest
time-step. The critical time is calculated based on the numerical values of the
shortest edge length of an element, the stiﬀness and mass of the material.
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The computational time required to solve a ﬁnite element model using ex-
plicit integration is deﬁned by the minimum critical time-step for the model
and the total duration of the simulation. For example, a model with a crit-
ical time-step of 1 and a duration of 1 000 will require a minimum of 1 000
steps. The LS-DYNA solver does not make use of any units so whether time is
measured in seconds or milliseconds in the simulation 1 000 steps are required.
This can potentially result in extremely long computational time.
Computational time of the ﬁnite element model can be improved by ma-
nipulating the critical time calculated for the model or reducing the simulation
time or both. Changing any of the values of element edge length or material
mass and stiﬀness changes the critical time-step.
The numerical value of the smallest edge length was considered. The nu-
merical prototype requires a high element density to capture the ﬁne model de-
tails, which necessitates small elements. The smaller the elements the smaller
the smallest edge-length and the lower the critical time-step. The numerical
value of the minimum edge length was increased by using non-SI units for
the numerical prototype. The unit system used is kg, mm, kN, GPa, ms and
kN-mm. This leads to a drastic decrease in the computational time required
for one simulation.
Material mass and stiﬀness are both related to the critical time-step in the
same way and could be scaled to improve computational time. The critical
time-step is ∝
√
M
K
where M is mass and K is stiﬀness. Increasing the mass
of the system increases the critical time-step and increasing the stiﬀness of
the material decreases the-time step. Neither mass nor stiﬀness was scaled in
these numerical simulations. The stiﬀness is not scaled because of the eﬀort
required to calibrate the material stiﬀness and mass scaling was found to be
less eﬀective than time scaling.
Time scaling is done by reducing the simulation duration. If the simulation
time is halved so is the computational time. The eﬀect of time scaling is
evaluated by comparing the kinetic and internal energy of the system. If the
internal energy is much greater than the kinetic energy the eﬀect of time scaling
is assumed to be minimal, especially when no time dependent phenomena
are being investigated. Using time scaling the total time in the numerical
simulation was reduced to around 100 ms.
7.5 Modiﬁed AAR Test Simulation Results
Two numerical prototypes were constructed to simulate a modiﬁed AAR test
using LS-DYNA. The two models diﬀer only in the material model they use,
one prototype for each model described in chapter 5, MAT_108 and hybrid
element materials. The numerical prototypes each record pressure, restraining
load, volume, void size and strain data over the duration of the simulation.
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7.5.1 Prototype with MAT_108 Material
Figures 7.8, 7.9 and 7.10 show the pressure, restraining load and contained
volume of the numerical dunnage bag over time using the MAT_108 material.
As per the modiﬁed AAR test, the bag is inﬂated to 170 kPa (abs) and the void
is cycled between 305 and 200 mm. Pressure increases through mass inﬂation,
then again through the load phase of the compression cycle with constant mass.
During the unload phase the pressure decreases. After the compression cycle
is completed, the pressure is lower than before the cycle, which corresponds to
plastic deformation in the material. The load curve has a similar shape to the
pressure curve and the restraining load is typically proportional to the internal
pressure for constrained bags. The volume curve shows the expected reduction
in internal volume associated with the compression cycle and an increase in
volume under the burst inﬂation at the end of the simulation.
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Figure 7.8: MAT_108 material simulation pressure over time
Figure 7.11 shows the relationships between pressure and void size then
restraining load and void size. These load curves can be used to replace a full
dunnage bag simulation in a simpliﬁed loading operation simulation that can
be used to get more accurate load cases (see chapter 10 for more details).
Figure 7.12 shows the comparison of the internal and kinetic energy in the
simulation that shows internal energy much larger than kinetic energy. This
simulation is not dominated by dynamic eﬀects and the time scaling is found
to be suitable.
The shape of the simulated dunnage bag after the compression cycle is
shown in ﬁgure 7.13. Also shown are the overlays of eﬀective true strain and
eﬀective stress. It can be noted that the high strain areas of the bag are along
the edges of the bag. This is the most common failure region observed in
bag burst testing and is also observed in data generated by DIC. The average
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Figure 7.9: MAT_108 material simulation load over time
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Figure 7.10: MAT_108 material simulation volume over time
strain of the middle third of the bag is presented in ﬁgure 7.14. It can be
seen that with this material model the strain is largely constant after inﬂation
making it unsuitable for prediction of failure. Figure 7.15 shows the eﬀective
stress over time, which increases over the burst component of the test allowing
for a suitable failure criteria to be found. Physical bags burst at an aver-
age of 237 kPa (rel.). The corresponding stress in the numerical model was
recorded as 142 MPa. It is reiterated that the stress values calculated using a
homogenised material model have no physical meaning.
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Figure 7.11: MAT_108 material simulation void cycle results related to void size
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Figure 7.12: MAT_108 material simulation system energy over time
(a) Inﬂated shape (b) Eﬀective true strain
(c) Eﬀective stress
Figure 7.13: MAT_108 material simulation results
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Figure 7.14: MAT_108 material simulation eﬀective strain over time
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Figure 7.15: MAT_108 material simulation eﬀective stress over time
7.5.2 Prototype with Hybrid Element Material
Figures 7.16, 7.17 and 7.18 show the pressure, restraining load and contained
volume of the numerical dunnage bag over time using the hybrid element ma-
terial. The bag is inﬂated to 170 kPa(abs) and the void is cycled between
305 and 200 mm. Again pressure increases through mass inﬂation, then again
through the load phase of the compression cycle with constant mass. Dur-
ing the unload phase the pressure decreases. After the compression cycle is
completed, the pressure is lower than before the cycle which corresponds to
plastic deformation in the material. The load curve has a similar shape to the
pressure curve and the restraining load is typically proportional to the internal
pressure for constrained bags. The volume curve shows the expected reduction
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in internal volume associated with the compression cycle and an increase in
volume under the burst inﬂation at the end of the simulation.
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Figure 7.16: Hybrid element material simulation pressure over time
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Figure 7.17: Hybrid element material simulation load over time
Figure 7.19 shows the relationships between pressure and void size then
restraining load and void size. As before, these curves could be later used in
simpliﬁed operational simulations.
The comparison of the internal and kinetic energy in the simulation shows
internal energy much larger than kinetic energy, ﬁgure 7.20. This simulation
is again not dominated by dynamic eﬀects and the time scaling is found to be
suitable.
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Figure 7.18: Hybrid element material simulation volume over time
The shape of the simulated dunnage bag after the compression cycle is
shown in ﬁgure 7.21. Also shown are the overlays of eﬀective true strain and
eﬀective stress. Again the model captures a high strain along the edge of
the inﬂated bag corresponding to the region where failure is most likely. The
hybrid element simulation shows more clearly that the high strain region in
the vicinity of the seam is under a similar level of strain. This is conﬁrmed by
physical testing where the bag is about as likely to burst along an edge as the
seam.
The average strain of the middle third of the bag is presented in ﬁgure 7.22.
Again the strain is largely constant after inﬂation making it unsuitable for
prediction of failure. Figure 7.23 shows the eﬀective stress over time for the
same model, which increases over the burst phase of the test allowing for
a suitable failure criteria to be found. The stress in the numerical model at
237 kPa (rel.) was recorded as 240 kPa. This value is three orders of magnitude
lower than the stress in the MAT_108 model, illustrating that the stress in
a homogenised material is not a physical measure. The stress in the hybrid
element is measured on the shell element which is not load bearing in this
material.
7.6 Comparison of Test and Simulation Results
A comparison of the results generated by the MAT_108 and hybrid element
models show very similar pressure and load characteristics, ﬁgures 7.24 and
7.25. The diﬀerence in restraining load is explained by the diﬀerence in inter-
nal volume between the two models, the hybrid element model having more
volume, ﬁgure 7.26. A comparison of the average eﬀective strain in the middle
region of the bag also shows close correlation, ﬁgure 7.27. The matching of the
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Figure 7.19: Hybrid element material simulation void cycle results related to void
size
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Figure 7.20: Hybrid element material simulation system energy over time
(a) Inﬂated shape (b) Eﬀective true strain
(c) Eﬀective stress
Figure 7.21: Hybrid element material simulation results
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Figure 7.22: Hybrid element material simulation eﬀective strain over time
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Figure 7.23: Hybrid element material simulation eﬀective stress over time
material strains is not unexpected as it is an indirect input parameter through
the material models range calibration.
When comparing the inﬂated shapes of the inﬂated bags it can be seen
that the hybrid material is deformed to a larger volume matching the physical
bags and accounting for the pressure drop, Figure 7.28. Even though there is
a very large diﬀerence in shape there is not much diﬀerence in the strain plots,
especially in the high strain regions along the edges of the bag, ﬁgure 7.29.
This can be very useful in numerical experiments requiring a large number
of function evaluations, even though the MAT_108 model does not capture
some of the geometric detail it can be used as a high speed surrogate model in
optimization. Figure 7.30 shows a comparison of 1st in-plane principal strain
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Figure 7.24: Comparison of MAT_108 and hybrid element material simulation
pressure over time
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Figure 7.25: Comparison of MAT_108 and hybrid element material simulation
load over time
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Figure 7.26: Comparison of MAT_108 and hybrid element material simulation
volume over time
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Figure 7.27: Comparison of MAT_108 and hybrid element material simulation
eﬀective strain over time
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vectors. The ﬁgure shows that the MAT_108 model has large areas of shear,
indicated by vectors diagonal across the element. As discussed earlier these
regions are underutilised as the load is not applied along the ﬁbre directions.
This may not be seen in the hybrid model because the shear stiﬀness of the
element is greatly reduced and not especially calibrated. Figure 7.31 shows
a comparison of the hoop and lengthwise mid-span cross-sections of the bag.
Here it is seen that even though the lengthwise deformation of the two models is
approximately the same the hoop section is very diﬀerent. Which is unexpected
given the comparison of the two material swatch test results. The Hybrid
element being calibrated on a material test subject to tow interaction and
stiﬀening is unable to replicate that action in the full bag simulation.
(a) MAT_108 material (b) Hybrid element material
Figure 7.28: Comparison of MAT_108 and hybrid element material simulation
inﬂated shapes, after a single void cycle
(a) MAT_108 material (b) Hybrid element material
Figure 7.29: Comparison of MAT_108 and hybrid element material simulation
eﬀective strain, after a single void cycle
Tables 7.4 and 7.5 compare of the key numerical values associated the
modiﬁed AAR test. Here the pressure and load recorded in both simulation
and testing are compared at the start of the test, at the peak of the compression
cycle and at the end of the cycle. The drop in pressure or load for each is then
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(a) MAT_108 material
(b) Hybrid element material
Figure 7.30: Comparison of MAT_108 and hybrid element material simulation
1st principal strain vectors, after a single void cycle
(a) Hoop direction (b) Lengthwise direction
Figure 7.31: Comparison of MAT_108 and hybrid element material simulation
cross-section, after a single void cycle. The hybrid element results are shown in red.
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stated. A key objective of this project is to match the drop in pressure caused
by material deformation. The pressure predicted by the hybrid element model
after the compression cycle is within one standard deviation of the physical
testing. Similarly the restraining load predicted by the MAT_108 model is
within one standard deviation of the physical testing. Both tests over predict
both the maximum load at the peak of the compression cycle and the load
after the compression cycle.
Table 7.4: Modiﬁed AAR test and simulation results for pressure (kPa)
Start Maximum End Drop
Test 70.1 144.4 62.2 7.9
MAT_108 70 152 68.5 1.5
Hybrid Element 70 152 64 6
Table 7.5: Modiﬁed AAR test and simulation results for restraining load (kN)
Start Maximum End Drop
Test 115.85 307.81 101.08 14.78
MAT_108 118.1 339.3 116.2 1.9
Hybrid Element 126 360 120 6
As a comparison of the use of either model as part of an operational simu-
lation ﬁgures 7.32 and 7.33 are shown. Here the pressure and load are related
to the void size and are seen to correlate well. All the numerical prototypes
proposed can be used to successfully predict the restraining load produced by
a dunnage bag at operating pressure and the pressure in a bag after a com-
pression cycle load, based only on simple material data from swatch testing.
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Figure 7.32: Comparison of pressure related to void size for physical test results,
MAT_108 and hybrid element material simulation
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Figure 7.33: Comparison of load related to void size for physical test results,
MAT_108 and hybrid element material simulation
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Chapter 8
Predictions Using the Prototype
Models
Two proposed numerical prototypes have been calibrated and validated for
loading of a standard bag in a 305 mm, parallel void. This chapter investigates
the use of these two prototypes outside the initial application range. If the
model predicts well outside the initial calibration range fewer calibrations will
be required to simulate non-standard operating conditions. Two investigations
are undertaken. The ﬁrst is a set of tests to evaluate how well the models
predict failure and the second looks at the use of the prototype in non-parallel
voids.
8.1 Prediction of Burst Pressure
To investigate the ability of the numerical prototype to predict failure, stress
was selected as the indicator metric. In simulations using homogenised mate-
rial properties the stress values have no physical meaning, but they are con-
sistent within that simulation. This means that areas of high stress in the
simulation will still predict areas of high stress in a physical sample, but the
value of the stress is not necessarily reasonable. For both numerical models
the stress along the mid-span of an edge is recorded during the course of a
simulated inﬂation test. The failure stress is then selected to be the stress at
which the numerical model is subjected to the average measured burst pres-
sure observed in the physical tests. The eﬀective stress corresponding to burst
is found to be 142 MPa for the model using MAT_108 and 240 kPa for the
model using the hybrid element.
The eﬀectiveness of eﬀective stress as a predictor of failure is tested in two
diﬀerent voids: a reduced void of 200 mm and an increased void of 400 mm.
The reduced void corresponds to the minimum void in the cycle test and is a
common inﬂation void in industry and the increased void is a potential new
market being investigated for markets in Europe. Two new simulations were
115
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performed using each of the two prototype models. The burst pressure in each
of the two voids is predicted to be the pressure corresponding to the eﬀective
stress deﬁned above.
8.1.1 Parallel 200 mm Void
Figure 8.1 shows a comparison of the eﬀective stress obtained from the two
simulations. Both models predict a similar burst pressure and produce similar
stress patterns. The results for burst testing in a 200 mm parallel void are
compared to the predicted burst pressures in table 8.1. In both cases the
numerical models over predicts the burst pressure of the dunnage bag. Using
the MAT_108 material the prediction is over by 8.1 % while the hybrid element
model over-predicts by 8.7 %.
Table 8.1: Tested and predicted burst pressure results in 200 mm parallel void, the
standard deviation for the test set is shown in brackets
Burst Pressure
kPa rel.
Test 320.67 (3.98)
MAT_108 346
Hybrid 348
8.1.2 Parallel 400 mm Void
Figure 8.2 shows a comparison of the eﬀective stress in the two simulations.
Both models predict a similar burst pressure and produce similar stress pat-
terns. The results for burst testing in a 400 mm parallel void are compared to
the predicted burst pressures in table 8.2. In this case the results are mixed
based on the average results. The error of the predicted burst pressure is about
0.5 %, but more variation was found in the test results. There are two burst
positions for woven dunnage bags, the lengthwise edge and the seam. In the
lengthwise failure the hoop ﬁbres of the woven polypropylene fail while in a
seam failure the lengthwise ﬁbres ﬁbres fail. When these two failure positions
are separated the data shows two distinct failure pressures. When these two are
evaluated separately both models under-predict hoop failure and over-predict
seam failure. The MAT_108 model gives a 4.2 % error for hoop failure and
8.3 % error for seam failure, while the hybrid element model gives a 5.2 %
error for hoop failure and 7.1 % error for seam failure.
In each of the two test cases the numerical models predicted the burst pres-
sure within 10 % of the tested values. This represents a reasonable prediction
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(a) MAT_108 material
(b) Hybrid element material
Figure 8.1: Eﬀective stress in a 200 mm parallel void at the predicted burst pressure
Table 8.2: Tested and predicted burst pressure results in 400 mm parallel void, the
standard deviation for the test set is shown in brackets
Burst Pressure
kPa rel.
Test 182.69 (13.91)
Test Hoop 191.39 (6.15)
Test Length 169.63 (11.43)
MAT_108 183
Hybrid 181
of burst in voids other than the calibration void, suitable for evaluation of new
void sizes.
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(a) MAT_108 material
(b) Hybrid element material
Figure 8.2: Eﬀective stress in a 400 mm parallel void at the predicted burst pressure
8.2 Prediction of Relative Load in Non-Parallel
Voids
One of the objectives of this project is to be able to simulate bags in an
arbitrary void in order to evaluate how the bag will respond. To this end
a study using the numerical prototype models was conducted. Four simple
evaluation cases were simulated. The voids chosen have two voids representing
out-of-position (OOP) cases where the bag extends past the restraining void
and is partially unconstrained, a cargo misalignment case where the void is
non-parallel and the case where inﬂation between paper rolls is simulated. In
each case the bag is inﬂated to the recommended working pressure of 70 kPa rel.
The eﬀective stress recorded in the full bag simulations at working pressure
are 41 MPa and 83 kPa for the MAT_108 and Hybrid models respectively.
These values correspond to 28 % and 34 % of the stress at burst. The eﬀect of
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the void will be evaluated relative to the stress in the bag under recommended
operating conditions of 70 kPa and 305 mm parallel void and as a percentage
of the expected burst stress.
8.2.1 Paper Roll Humps
A standard L3/4 bag inﬂated between paper rolls produce eﬀective stresses
of 113 MPa and 184 kPa for the MAT_108 and hybrid element simulations
respectively, increasing the stress in the bag to 275 % and 221 % of normal
operating stress or 79 % and 76 % of predicted burst stress. This shows that
a conventional dunnage bag used to restrain paper rolls has less than half the
safety margin of a bag used in a conventional application.
(a) MAT_108 material
(b) Hybrid element material
Figure 8.3: Eﬀective stress in a 305 mm paper roll void at working pressure
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8.2.2 Single Side OOP Void
The single side OOP void occurs when a bag is inﬂated into a partially parallel
void. That is the void is deﬁned as a complete ﬂat plane on one side and a
shorter plane on the other, in this case the smaller plane is one third the length
of the bag. This OOP inﬂation occurs when a dunnage bag is inﬂated between
the container wall and a stack of boxes where the bag protrudes from the top
of the void. In this case the predicted stress are 104 MPa and 141 kPa for the
MAT_108 and Hybrid simulations. The stress in the bag is increased to 253 %
and 170 % of operating stress and 73 % and 58 % of predicted failure stress.
Again the bag is expected to have a lower margin of safety than a dunnage
bag in a conventional application.
8.2.3 Double Side OOP Void
The double side OOP void occurs when a bag is inﬂated into a parallel void
where both bounding surfaces are shorter than the bag. In this case one third
shorter. This occurs when a dunnage bag is inﬂated between two stacks of
boxes where the bag protrudes above both stacks. In this case the stress in
the MAT_108 and hybrid simulations are 107 MPa and 149 kPa respectively.
The stress in the bag increases to 260 % and 179 % of the operating stress
and 75 % and 62 % of the predicted burst stress, a signiﬁcant decrease in the
margin of safety provided by the bag.
8.2.4 V-Shape Side Misaligned Void
The V-shaped misaligned void is a void where the space between cargo is not
parallel. The case modelled here is a symmetrical V-shaped void reducing from
305 mm to 20 mm over the length of the bag. This can occur if during the
inﬂation of the bag the boxes being restrained are pushed apart at the top while
the bottom remains the same distance apart. The stress in the MAT_108 and
hybrid simulations are 33 MPa and 56 kPa, decreasing the stress in the bag
to 81 % and 67 % of operating stress and both 23 % of predicted burst stress.
This is because most of the bag is in a lower stress state reducing the stress in
critical areas.
8.2.5 Comparison of Non-Parallel Voids
The ability to predict the eﬀect of using a dunnage bag in a non-conventional
void can be very valuable when advising clients on potential risks of using dun-
nage bags outside their design envelope. In this case the simulations predicted
that out of the four test cases inﬂation of a dunnage bag between paper rolls
has the most risk with both simulations predicting that at operating pressure
the bag will only have a safety factor of 1.33 as opposed to the recommended
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(a) MAT_108 material
(b) Hybrid element material
Figure 8.4: Eﬀective stress in a 305 mm single sided out of position void at working
pressure
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(a) MAT_108 material
(b) Hybrid element material
Figure 8.5: Eﬀective stress in a 305 mm double sided out of position void at working
pressure
factor of 3. The simulations also show that having only a third of the bag
unconstrained has a highly detrimental eﬀect on the safety factor of the bag,
reducing the factor from between 2.89 and 3.46 to between 1.36 and 1.7, again
a signiﬁcant decrease.
The bag inﬂated in a V-shaped void showed and increase in safety factor
to around 4.37 which is expected of bags inﬂated into a void smaller than
305 mm. The smaller the void the greater the burst pressure.
Table 8.3 compares the predicted safety factors of dunnage bags inﬂated
into the various voids. The safety factor of a level 4 dunnage bag in a 305 mm
parallel void at operating pressure is typically 3. The predictions produced
by the simulations in non-parallel voids corresponds well to both theory and
experience. In terms of theory it is known that the larger the radius of curva-
ture in the inﬂated bag the lower the burst pressure. This is matched by the
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(a) MAT_108 material
(b) Hybrid element material
Figure 8.6: Eﬀective stress in a V-shaped out of position void at working pressure
simulation in that the order of increasing burst predicted stress is the same as
the order of increasing curvature radius: V-shaped void, single side OOP void,
double side OOP void and paper humps void.
Experience has also shown this to be the general trend that bags inﬂated
between paper rolls have a low burst pressure while bags in smaller voids have
higher burst pressures.
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Table 8.3: Safety factors predicted for dunnage bags in non-parallel voids
MAT_108 Hybrid Element
305 mm parallel 3.46 2.89
Paper roll humps 1.26 1.30
Single side OOP 1.37 1.71
Double Side OOP 1.33 1.61
V-shaped void 4.3 4.29
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Conclusions
This project began with the goal of developing a numerical model for inﬂat-
able dunnage bags reinforced with plain-woven polypropylene. The model was
required to be suitable for numerical prototyping of new dunnage bags and be
able to replicate representative operational load-unload conditions. The fol-
lowing objectives were identiﬁed in order to provide a complete methodology
for the development of the numerical models:
1. Develop a test method for characterising the material properties of plain-
woven polypropylene.
2. Parametrise woven polypropylene in terms of engineering parameters and
select an appropriate material model.
3. Find a method that accounts for the work done by the inﬂation gas under
loading.
4. Build a numerical model of an inﬂatable dunnage bag under cyclic load-
ing.
5. Simulate a certiﬁcation test for dunnage bags and validate the results
with physical testing.
The approach taken for this project was to investigate the methods used to
analyse other tensile structures in literature and adapt those methods to work
for inﬂatable dunnage bags. A key component was found to be the material
response of the plain-woven polypropylene used to reinforce and protect the
dunnage bags. A new test device was designed and built to test woven swatches
under bi-axial loading and material strain measurements were taken using DIC.
With the measured material response in hand, the response of a numerical
replica of the swatch test was mapped to the test data. This mapping made
use of a numerical optimiser to provide the solution to the inverse problem.
Two material models were calibrated using this method and applied to the
numerical dunnage bag model.
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A simple inﬂation model was chosen from those available in LS-DYNA that
makes use of the Ideal Gas Law to calculate the pressure in the dunnage bag
given the mass of air in the bag at any given time. This method was found
to produce identical results to the simple pressure load previously used, but
gave additional functionality to the model. Using the gas inﬂation model the
pressure in the bag is recalculated for diﬀerent volumes allowing simulations
of void cycling to be run.
A modiﬁed version of the AAR Product Performance Proﬁle for Pneumatic
Dunnage was used to evaluate the response of the numerical prototypes to
operational loading. Two numerical models were created, one for each material
model calibrated, each making use of the inﬂation model. The results of the
numerical simulations were compared to physical test results. The ability of
the model to evaluate bags inﬂated in non-parallel voids as well as their ability
to predict burst pressure in various voids was then investigated.
Dunnage bags were found to be tensile structures with full gas volumes,
somewhat overlapping with other pressure rigidized and inﬂatable structures
such as air-beams and Tensairity structures. It was found that for structures
with components requiring inﬂation based pre-tension as the primary stiﬀening
mechanism the material pre-tension is coupled to the pressure in the contained
volume. Even with simple structures such as balloons and beams ﬁnite element
methods are required to reasonably predict the response of the structure to
the pre-tensioning when loading. For this class of structure, where deployment
simulations are required, an explicit ﬁnite element code is required. When
wrinkling occurs there are abrupt changes in the geometry, similar to a rigid
body mode, which causes the simulations using implicit integration not to
converge. The software package chosen for this project was LS-DYNA.
Investigation of plain-woven polypropylene showed that the material is both
non-homogeneous and non-continuous with a highly non-linear orthotropic re-
sponse where the shear response is decoupled. DIC was used to detect the
strain ranges in the material hoop and lengthwise directions when the bag is
subjected to a full void cycle. This data was then used to deﬁne the ranges
for bi-axial tests performed on cruciform swatches cut directly from sample
bags. The load-elongation response of the woven material was then evaluated
and an average load-unload curve was determined for the material hoop and
lengthwise directions (MD and CD).
The material models available were evaluated in terms of their ability to
match the material load response recorded in physical testing. Two options
were found suitable, an orthotropic elastic plastic material model native to LS-
DYNA and a hybrid element that combined a linear elastic membrane with
non-linear elastic springs. The parameter values for these two materials were
calibrated by means of an inverse problem. The inverse problem statement
makes use of a numerical replica of the bi-axial swatch test for each material.
The numerical replica tests are then subjected to the displacements measured
in the physical test. LS-OPT is used to minimise the diﬀerence between the
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load-elongation curve measured in the swatch tests and the load-elongation
curves generated by the numerical prototype models. Good correlations were
found in each case.
The SIMPLE_AIRBAG_MODEL available in LS-DYNA was chosen for
the full bag simulations. This model itself is a hybrid inﬂation model making
use of a combination of the uniform pressure method and a simple equation of
state. The internal cavity of the dunnage bag is deﬁned as a control volume
ﬁlled with a user deﬁned mass of air. The Ideal Gas Law is then applied to the
control volume to calculate the pressure, uniformly applied to the inner surface
of the bag at each time-step. The software calculates the volume of the bag
and the mass in the bag is deﬁned as input data by the user, PV = mRT is
used to calculate the pressure. Alternative methods including the ALE method
and CP methods which were found to be too complex for this simulation and
the additional computational eﬀort, was not warranted.
On the recommendation of the industry partner the AAR Product Perfor-
mance Proﬁle for Pneumatic Dunnage was used as the basis for the operational
testing of the numerical models. The AAR is the certiﬁcation agency for all
rail transport in the United States of America. All dunnage bag designs des-
tined for sale in the USA are required to be certiﬁed according to this AAR
standard. The test breaks down into three components: a leak test, a cycle
test and a burst test. Simulation of leakage and the post failure characteristics
of dunnage bags were beyond the scope of this project. As a result, the simula-
tions focussed on the cyclic loading of dunnage bags. A modiﬁed version of the
AAR test was then developed that was more suitable for the test equipment
available and suitable for numerical simulation.
A series of bags were inﬂated to 70 kPa in a 305 mm initial void. The void
was then cycled down to 200 mm and returned to 305 mm over 10 seconds.
The bag inﬂation was then continued in the 305 mm void until it burst. The
average pressure in the bag after cycling was 62.2 kPa and the average burst
pressure was 237 kPa.
The results for the same test performed on the two numerical prototype
models produced pressures after cycling of 68.5 and 64 kPa for the model
using MAT_108 and the hybrid element material respectively, a less than 3 %
error when the hybrid element material is used. The numerical prototype
using the hybrid element material was found to more accurately predict the
pressure in the bag while the prototype using MAT_108 was found to more
accurately predict the restraining load produced by the bag. The MAT_108
and hybrid element material models predict operational restraining loads of
118.1 and 126 kN respectively, compared to the average result of physical
testing of 115.85 kN. A less than 2 % error for the model using material model
MAT_108 was found. Both models were found to be useful and the choice of
which model to use should be driven by the results desired from the model.
The ability of the models to predict the eﬀect of deployment into various
voids was split into two components: an evaluation of the ability of each model
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to predict the burst pressure of a bag in a larger or smaller void and the relative
material loading of the same bag in diﬀerent void conﬁgurations. In order to
test burst pressure prediction of the prototype models the eﬀective stress in
each model was found corresponding to the average burst pressure recorded
for bags burst in the 305 mm void. The bags were then inﬂated into a 200 and
400 mm void. The predicted burst pressure in the new voids were estimated to
be the pressure at which the same eﬀective stress recorded in the 305 mm void
is seen in that model. In the 200 mm void the prototype using MAT_108 over-
predicted the burst pressure by 8.1 % while the prototype using the hybrid
element material over-predicted the burst pressure by 8.9 %. In the 400 mm
void the MAT_108 prototype predicted the burst pressure between 4.3 and
7.9 % while the hybrid element material prototype predicted the burst pressure
between 5.5 and 6.7 %. In all cases the prototypes were within 10 % of the
values recorded during physical testing. This means that the two models are
suitable for predicting whether the burst pressure in an arbitrary void will be
higher or lower that the recommended operating void.
Several out of position cases were then investigated, two cases where the
bag protrudes from its intended void, one where the void is no longer parallel
and one where the void is deﬁned by cylindrical surfaces instead of ﬂat surfaces.
The results from these tests predicted that bags inﬂated between the cylindrical
surfaces are most likely to fail prematurely. At operating pressure the eﬀective
stress in the simulated bag is nearest the stress recorded in the simulation
at failure. The two out of position cases were found to be the next most
likely to fail while the non-parallel V-shaped void showed a reduction in burst
likelihood. These last three cases match the experience of the industry partner,
making the prototype models suitable for evaluating the response of a dunnage
bag to non-standard voids.
This research provides several novel contributions to the existing body of
knowledge pertaining to inﬂatable tensile structures especially to inﬂatable
dunnage bags. This research makes use of a new simpliﬁed method to map
accurate material load-unload characteristics from physical testing to material
models in LS-DYNA. This research also makes use of a hybrid element material
to overcome some of the limitations of the native material models and improve
the unload characteristic of the material. The models presented captures the
combined eﬀects of internal PV-work and externally applied load capturing
the loss in pressure caused by a cycled void load on a fully inﬂated bag.
This project has met all of its objectives and produced two novel models
that make use of only simple material tests and standard commercial software
to replicate an operational load case for inﬂatable dunnage bags reinforced
with plain-woven polypropylene. A test method was developed to characterise
the response of plain-woven polypropylene to bi-axial loading. The material
was parametrised in terms of parameters suitable for engineering problems.
An accurate inﬂation model was added to the existing model for kraft paper
reinforced bags. The two prototype models are suitable for cyclic loading and
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were validated against physical tests. The results of the validation showed that
the new models are capable of predicting the reduced pressure after a cycle
load and the operational restraining load within 5 %. The models were found
to be suitable for predicting the response of a full bag even in voids outside of
the initial calibration envelope.
The methods presented here are suitable for the development of numerical
models suitable for prototyping inﬂatable dunnage bag under conventional
operating conditions.
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Recommendations for Further
Research
10.1 Update and Improve Material Models
During the course of this project it was found that a key component in the
development of a numerical prototype is to have accurate material data and
models that can eﬀectively match the material response. Two methods were
used, each with limitations. It is recommended that as future work improve-
ments to material testing methods and numerical models occur.
The ﬁrst step will be to develop more capable testing equipment. The
current equipment only allows for conventional uni-axial tests and bi-axial
tests at a constant displacement ratio. A new test device should be developed
that captures more of the material response by allowing for variable load,
displacement and and shear states. A simple test with increasing popularity
is the bubble test where a circular sample is clamped to a circular ﬁxture and
pressure is applied to one side of the fabric sheet producing a bubble. DIC is
then used to measure the strain in the sheet. A ﬁnite element replica of the
test is created and the material parameters are then optimised to match the
response of the material tests.
An alternative material test is also available that has more ﬂexibility to
produce various bi-axial and shear states. The shear ramp test discussed in
chapter 4 allows for any combination of bi-axial tension and shear to be applied
to a cruciform sample. The beneﬁt of this device is that shear can be directly
tested as opposed to indirectly using the bubble test. Shear response can also
be evaluated when the material is subjected to a pre-tension.
Once test equipment is available that is capable of measuring a wider mate-
rial response more representative material models can be calibrated and eval-
uated. The addition of a diagonal cross-member to the hybrid element already
implemented could give the element the ability to more accurately match the
shear response of the material. With the addition of more test data the calibra-
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tion procedure by Dubois and Forsberg (2013) can be implemented to calibrate
the MAT_034 material model to be suitable under bi-axial loading. With an
accurate material response model a project can be undertaken to develop a
user-deﬁned material model that captures the key responses of plain-woven
polypropylene.
In addition to improving the material properties of the reinforcing material
of a dunnage bag, work should be done to capture the eﬀect of the seam on
the bag. In the current model the seam is not accounted for at all. It is known
that about half of failures in the Level 3/4 bags are caused by seam failures
rather than reinforcing material failure. Test equipment must be put in place
that can evaluate the characteristics of the seam itself so that failure in that
region can be predicted in new models.
10.2 Numerical Sensitivity Study
With the numerical models in place we now have the opportunity to perform
various sensitivity analyses. The numerical model is suitable for investigating
the eﬀects of over and under-inﬂation of the bag on the restraining load and
to investigate the eﬀect of manufacturing errors on the material. Further
sensitivity analysis can be performed to investigate more speciﬁc variables
such as the relationship between the MD and CD material stiﬀness, and the
eﬀect of surface friction. Preliminary investigations should also be done on the
aspect ratio of the bag.
10.3 New Prototype Designs
The numerical prototype is intended to allow new concepts to be evaluated.
Some initial ideas generated during this project include: adding a compression
element or cable reinforcement to the bag, increasing the number of folds along
the stitched seam to improve the seam strength, using double bags in larger
voids so that the void for each bag is reduced, adding cable reinforced gussets
to existing bags and changing the shape of the seam to improve material
engagement.
10.4 Topology and Shape Optimization
A further ﬁeld to be investigated is the use of optimisation software to run
through various prototypes and evaluate their relative merit. Topology op-
timisation can be used to identify the areas that would most beneﬁt from
material addition and reinforcement. Size optimization could be used to es-
timate the thickness required in various regions of the material to achieve an
overall material mass reduction.
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A more complex analysis can be used to perform shape optimization of the
dunnage bag. The most likely place to start is with the shape of the seam. At
the moment the seam is stitched perpendicular to the main body of the bag,
but the degree of material engagement could be improved by switching to a
curved seam. This will reduce the unused material near the seam of the bag
improving the overall strength of the bag.
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Appendix A
Material Test Procedures
A.1 Bi-Axial Test Method
The set-up for the bi-axial tensile test requires an the MTS-Criterion, HBM
Spider DAQ, LaVision DaVis DIC software and two LaVission E-Lite cam-
eras and programmable timing unit (PTU) and analogue to digital converter
(ADC). The setup procedure follows;
1. Mount the bi-axial tensile test device in the MTS-Criterion, ﬁgure A.1.
2. Connect the four load-cells of the bi-axial device to the HBM Spider
DAQ.
3. Connect the cross-head displacement output from the MTS-Criterion to
the Spider DAQ.
4. Connect the PTU, DAC and two E-Light cameras to the PC running the
DaVis software, ﬁgure A.2.
5. Connect a second cross-head displacement output from the MTS-Criterion
to the ADC connected to the DaVis PC.
6. Displace the MTS-Criterion cross-head 2 mm to take up any slack in the
bi-axial device.
7. Mount a generic cruciform sample to the bi-axial device.
8. Position and focus the cameras so that the entire 100 x 100 mm area
of interest is in view. Also ensure that the bit rage of the cameras are
maximized, ﬁgure A.3.
9. Calibrate the cameras at the desired range using a calibration plate.
Ensure that the average position error for calibration is less than 0.5
pixels, ﬁgure A.4.
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Figure A.1: Bi-axial test ﬁxture mounted on the MTS Criterion tensile test device
Figure A.2: Digital image correlation setup with Spider 8 data logger
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Figure A.3: Digital image correlation camera set up
Figure A.4: Digital image correlation calibration plate
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With the set-up complete a series of bi-axail tests can be performed without
needing to re-calibrate the DIC set-up. The test procedure is as follows;
1. Mount a cruciform sample to the bi-axial device.
2. Using the DaVis system take 5 images of the static sample and run the
DIC software.
3. Conﬁrm that the DIC software is able to ﬁnd correlation between images.
4. Evaluate the deformation registered by the DIC software. The RMS of
the average deformation will be used as a measure of the noise ﬂoor for
the test.
5. Start recording images with the DaVis software and load-cell data with
the HBM Spider.
6. Start the load cycle on the MTS-Criterion.
7. Once the load cycle is complete stop all devices.
8. Save the load-time and MTS cross-head displacement-time data on the
HBM-Spider.
9. Run image correlation on the the recored images.
10. Export the MTS cross-head-displacement - time data from DaVis.
11. Use the virtual strain gauge option in DaVis to export the average xx
and yy surface strain for a 50 x 50 mm central region. These correspond
to the material MD and CD.
A.2 Data Processing
The data required as a result of these tests are the load-elongation curves in
the MD and CD for a 50 x 50 mm central region of interest. The load in each
material direction is taken from the HBM spider data and the elongation is
calculated using the strain data output by the DIC system. This data needs
to be calibrated and synchronized.
1. Scale the load-cell data from the HBM-Spider converting the mV/V out-
put to kN.
2. Pre-multiply the average material strain data from the DIC system to
get the elongation of a 50 x 50 mm square.
3. Using the common MTS cross-head data ﬁeld from each data source,
synchronize the data.
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4. Export a two-column data set with the load (kN) and elongation (mm)for
each test.
5. Take the average of all the tests to generate the ﬁnal load-elongation
curve for that material.
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Reduced Input Decks for Full Bag
Models: MAT_108
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Reduced Input Decks for Full Bag
Models: Hybrid Element
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